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Photograph Showing Panoramic View of Haywood Trial Court Room
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Statement That All Such Re
ports Are Untrue Issued
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President of Western Federation Says Orchard Did
Not Tell Truth About
Explosions.
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Auspicious Start Made
1.600 Mile Jrlp This

TOBACCO

Morning.

Total
According

$27,899.36

to Trelford's statement
to the acting governor
the prison has $27,899.36 with which
to operate live months, it this were
true Trelford ought to be placed on
the roll of honor for high financiering. Evidently, however, he has overlooked the fact that outside of $6,- 566.25 In the maintenance fund he
has no other fund available to sup
port the prison. It might be Inter
esting to hear him explain how he
would use the El jamino real fund,
the penitentiary board fund, the per
manent improvement fund, peniten
tiary income fund and a few other
funds enumerated by him as "available for maintenance" for the purpose
of maintenance.
Trelford also lists $.11,000 worth of
bills receivable as also eligible for the
support of the Institution. However,
at the rate the prison books show
these bills are being collected, they
would not guarantee enough to ma
terially change the net result.
Trelford also includes the convicts
earnings but at the rate mils receivable have been Increasing under his
earnadministration, the convicts
ings appear to be in the shape of I.
O. U's principally.
Had Trelford left the brick plant
in shape to operate, the new super
intendent might be able to bring the
convicts' earnings up to standard. As
matters now stand, however, It win
be some time before he can place the
brick plant In full operation.
Trelford estimates that the convicts should earn $4,000 a month.
The prison books do not show that
they have done so In the past nor
any liklhood that they would have
done so even had Trelford remained.
Another Interesting feature in Trelford's letter Is his statement that
when he took charge of the prison
there wus a deficiency of $12,000. At
books
the same time the prison
clearly show that there were on hand
$5,000
supplies;
$12,000 worth of
worth of bills receivable, most of
which were promptly collected by
Trelford and $4,100 which Trelford
admits was paid into the treasury by
. ltursum.
11.
ap
This left a total of $20,000
proximately to offset this
$12,000 deficiency.
So far us can be learned. Trelford
left a lot of bills good, bad and doubtful to be collected, supplies much below the figures lie gave, a broken
down brick plant and a demoralized
prison.
that the prison
His statement
would show a profit of $25,000 would1
lie had said
if
correct
be nearer
"in the red" lit the end of the
year.

In his

letter

GOVERNMENT ALLEGES
ILLEGAL COMBINATION

MUST NOT RUN OVER

FALSE STATEMENTS IN
LETTER TO GOVERNOR
Santa Fe, N. M., July 10. (Spec
ial.) As the taking of the Inventory
of supplies, etc., by the new superintendent at the territorial prison continues, it is becoming more and more
apparent that Superintendent Marlon
Lauren nas nis worn, cut out. ior mm
n attempting to cany the Institution
throuKh the next five months of the
fiscal year on the maintenance fund
left by Trelford.
Trelford in replying to the letter
of the acting governor to the prison
commissioners stated mat ne naa
left on hand some $7,000 worth of
coal. It did not tike long to check
up the supply of coal on hand, it
was found that there were Borne
300 tons of coal in the bunkers
and about 200 or 300 tons scattered
about the prison yard. At the rate
of purchase of prison coal, wis XU31
would be worth about iz.uuu.
If the supplies on band which aa
not promise to make as good a show
lng as the coal supply, have been estimated in the same manner by Trel
ford, the new superintendent will be
unable to make both ends meet.
Considerable amusement was caus
ed here by the publication in the
Morning Journal ol Albuquerque oi
the following table on maintenance
prepared by
Trel
ford:
Trial balance. June 30th. 1907:
$11,300.47
Accounts receivable
Penitentiary current ex
pense fund
3,469. UU
760.54
Convicts earning fund....
Z98.75
Penitentiary board fund...
Kl Cammo real lunu
b.tvu.uo
Penitentiary maintenance
6,E66.Z3
fund
improvement
Permanent
fund
13.84
Penitentiary income fund..

Suits Filed Against 65 Companies and 29 Indivld-- v
uals Today.

In

20 MILLS PER HOUR
MILS. CIIAS. II. MOYER.

WILL

GIVE
FARE

TWO
IN

Cleveland, Ohio, July 10. Through
cheering spectators. 300 men and women
In fantastic automoiblle garb glided
away from Cleveland this morning In
for the GUdden
the cars entered
trophy of 1907.
7
o'clock, when the first car
From
went away, until the last one was
speeding westward, there was imminent pressing danger that somebody
would be killed because ot the crush.
However, no one was Injured.
No Racing: Permitted.
The crowd. Intensely interested,
overlapped the steps of the autos.
cars were started.
In all eighty-on- e
The tourists will cover 1,600 miles on
the trip, the first atop being at To-

a tunnel of closely packed and

CENT

ALL

STATES
Burlington Will Adopt Low
Rates Over Its Entire
System.
Omaha, Neb.. July 10. Assistant
General Passenger Agent Buckingham, of the Burlington railroad, today announced that within ten days
the Burlington will put into operation
a
fare schedule between the
points on ihfct system, regardless as
to whether or not the different Btates
law.
have passed the
The Burlington traverses Wyoming,
Montana, Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and 'South Dakota.
Clerks are now working upon the
new schedule and the rate will be
placed In operation Just as quickly as
the tariff can be completed.
The action of the Burlington will
undoubtedly cause other roads in the
same territory to follow suit.
Will Lose Notldug.
Officials
of the Burlington state
that the company has long had in
mind the fact that most long distance
tickets in the past have been sold at
rates less than 2 cents per mile, an 1
the local traffic at 3 cents per mile
did not bring the maximum receipt."
up to 2 cents per mile for all tickets
sold.
While many long distance rates
may, for this reason, be made higher the public In general will benefit,
for the local traveler will be enabled
under the now rate, to travel as
cheaply as the long distance tourist.

TERRITOin
OFFICIAL MATTERS

.

0.

o.

ledo.

Chicago, Columbus. PIttsburg( Philadelphia, and New Yo
will be visited in the order narrcVA No racing
being limitwill be allowed, ths,'
ed to noi more tXS twenty miles
per hour.

PORTALES

1.

0 0. F.
SITE

BliYSJOILDING

Portales, N. M., Juiy 10. (Special.) The I. O. O. F. lodge has purchased a lot on Main street near the
de'pot, and will build a $10,000 business block, using the second story
for lodge purposes. The order is In
a flourishing condition with over 100
.

fs)

Rev. K. W. Jnckson, a noted evangelist of the Christian church, has
Just closed a successful evangelistic
campaign here. Rev. Jackson will
continue
his evangelistic work by
conducting meetings In several Pecos
valley towns.

ma
MRS.

GEO. A. PETTinONE.

SIX WORKMEN

BURIED

COLLAPSE

GreatMass of Reinforced
crete Crumbles. Kill-

Con-

ing Many.
Philadelphia,
Pa., July 10. 61x
workmen are believed to have been
by
killed
the collapse of the Bridge-ma- n
Bros', building on Washington
avetvue below Fifteenth street this afternoon.
One body, that of John Marshall,
has been taken out, and at least five
others are in the ruins.
At the time of the collapse, about
twenty-fiv- e
men were at work. The
concrete,
building was of
and when the east wall began to
many
of the workmen Jumpcrumble
ed and escaped. A number ot others were carried down, and if not instantly killed, it is believed that they
cannot survive.
Scores of men are working to
reach the unfortunates, but work is
slow because of the Immense weight
of the debris to be removed.

SAN MARCIAL GIRL

SANTA

FE

IS CHARGED

AT

BELITTLE

New York, July 10. The government today filed In the United States
circuit court In this city, a petition
against the American Tobacco company, the Invperlal Tobacco company,
Tobacco comthe British-Americpany, the American Snuff company,
the American Cigar company, the United Cigar Stores company, the American Stogie company, the McAndrew
and Forbes company, the Conley Foil
company, fifty six other corporations
individuals connectand twenty-nin- e
ed with the companies named.
These corporations and Individuals
constitute the "tobacco trust," and
the petition, directed against them,
sets forth that the purpose of the
government Is to dissolve this trust
by breaking up the agreements under .which the consolidated concerns
are working.
'
'
DeKtrorliur Comnetltlon.
The .petition. In hxwlTnr the growth
of the trust since its organisation In
1890. reaches the conclusion that at
an early date, unless prevented It
would completely monopolize tne entire tobacco industry, the American
Tobacco company In 190J. the peti
tion states, secretly acquired control
of the United Cigar Stores' company
(for a long time thereafter denied),
and through It, retail tobacco stores
are established In large cities, iwnicn,
by reason of the powerful support
and Influence of the combination,
have quickly secured a domineering
position in the trade and are destroying competition.
May bo Preweoiitlons.
James C. McReynolds, the special
assistant attorney general who filed
the complaint In the tobacco cases,
said today that criminal prosecution
of some of the defendants named Inthe cases. Is highly probable as thSherman law, under which the action
was brought, makes conspiracy In restraint of trade a criminal offense.
an

Compliment Concerning
United States Sea
Fighters.
Washington, D. C, July 10. From
the state department and from th
Japanese embassy here cam a swift
and conclusive' denial tod Ay ot the
accuracy
of the statement cabled
from The Hague to the Londan Dally
Telegraph, and reprinted in this country ,to the effect that Japan has made
categorical demands upon the United
States government for satisfaction in
connection with the treatment of Jap.
anese In San Francisco, and has served notice of her intention
to deal
with Callfornlans herself if the national government falls to do so.
No Such Negotiations.
At the state department It la said
that the American public Is fully
aware of the nature of the exchanges
that have taken place on this subject;
that there has been no correspondence
ot present date; and that there are
no negotiations In progress between
the two governments.
This statement Is fully confirmed
at the Japanese embassy, where,
moreover, it Is positively stated that
Ambassador Aokl Is not going to
Japan next fall, as reported In Japanese newspapers.
Insult to be Withdrawn.
Toklo, Japan, July 10. The report
that Ambassador Aokl will return
home Is officially denied.
The Hechl will tomorrow withdraw the interview
with Admiral
Sakamoto, who was quoted as saying
that the American naval officers were
brilliant social figures, but deficient in
professional training and practices,
and that the crews of American ships
would, retreat rather than fight Japan,
i
Simultaneously, the Hechl will pubanonymous
an
lish
Interview from a
Japanese naval expert, highly eulogistic of the efficiency of the present
American navy, and the high standard
of its gunners.
-

May be Withdrawn.
New York, July 10. A Herald-Tim- es
dispatch today states that it
is generally believed In Toklo that
the despatching ot Director Ishli, of
the foreign office, to the United
States on a secret mission was nec
essitated by the unsatlsfactoiiness
and meagreness of Ambassador Aokl's
reports from Washington on the present complications between Japan and
the United States.
Aokl's long service and honor
make it dllticult for the present government to remove him as ambassador at the American capital, but many
express the hope that he will take tho
hint given in Ishil's mission and resign.

PHYSICIANS ARE

DURAN

WITH GIVING
REBATES

San Marclal,

(Special.)

N.

M.,

July

Miss Carrye Fauser

10.

was

GRANTED

DIs-lm-

Pos-Mib- lo

re

ON

TRIAL

FOR

LICENSES

until July 2, a stenographer In th9
olllce of the trainmaster at this place,
Santa Fe, N. M., July 10. The
but on that date she left for a short territorial board of health continued
vacation. She returned today and it In session yesterday and thirty-tw- o

has developed that her name is now
Mrs. C. C. Riley, and that her home
address has been changed from San
to Tucson, Ariz., her husband
If Guilty. Maximum Penalty Marclal
being a brakeman on the Santa Fe.
Miss
Fauser became acquainted
of $1,300,000 May be
with C. C. Klley some time since, and
when his train reached this city, he
Assessed.
spent all his moments with her. Her
parents favored the young man but
requested that the couple wait until
Chicago, 111., July 10. An Indict- she was older before marrying. The
ment charging the Atchison, Topeka elopement to Tucson was the result.
& Santa Fe railroad with granting
rebates amounting to $12,000 to thu
United States Sugar Beet company HAGERMANS LEAVE
of Garden City, Kansas, was returned today by a federal grand Jury.
The indictment contains slxtyfive
NEW MEXICO
counts, each relating to the alleged
infringement of the law, and the
company, if convicted, is subject to a
o
maximum fine of $1,300,000, or a Ki'lH.rtcd Tluit tlio Family Will
minimum fine of $65,000.
of Prop rt y as Soon as
Itoy Executive's Fiasco
the Cause.
BUILDING WALKS
Roswell, N. M., July 10. (Special)
J. J. Hagerman, the
AT SILVER CITY
of the Pecos valley, and father
of H. J. Hagerman, late boy executive, will leave New Mexico for good
with his family, according to a reSilver City, N. M.. July 3. (Specheard hero today.
of cement port
ial.) The construction
It is understood that he has sold his
sidewalks in the residence and busi- Interests
in the Pecos Valley and
ness portions of this city U progressrailway to the Santa Fe
ing rapidly. During the past few Northeastern
company,
for over a million
Hallway
weeks several blocks of cement walks dollars.
have been laid along the sections of
He Is also preparing to dispose of
streets, for which the city recently large
tracts of land which he owns in
a sidewalk ordinance. The the valley
d
uml It Is said that a price
of
portion
residence
of
the
sections
has been set on his beautiful country
the city, which are. In the views of hnmo near this city.
the city council, valuable enough, will
Mr. Hagerman denies that he inthe tends
have cement sidewalks within
to quit New Mexico, but those
next few months. Ihe law enabling who know him well say that he was
the city council to compel the prop- terribly disappointed in the fact that
erty owners to construct these walks Ills son was incapable
of holding
was passed by the recent territorial down the chief executive chair after
legislature for the especial benefit of his costly schooling. He Is well
Silver City. The council is strlct'.y aware that local politics holds nothenforcing the law and it will only bo ing for Herbert since the boy was
a short time until Silver City will defeated In a local campaign by n
have as line cement sidewalks as as blacksmith in a race for u county ofany city in the west.
fice here some time ago.
The threatened exposure of the
Money Market.
land deal, which caused II. J. Hager-man- 's
New Yoik. July lu. Prime merremoval as governor, is also
cantile paper 6 Vi ii 6 per cent; mon- assigned as a reason for the elder
ey on call steady,
per cent.
Hagerman changing his residence.
pa-ise-

NAVY

Toklo Newspaper Will Withdraw
Insulting Interview and Publish

TO

TRUST
Trelford Left $2,000 Worth of
Coal Inj Place of
$7,000.

DIO NOT
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GREAT

GL1DDEN

A

AW

1

ATTEMPT

81 CARS III .RACE FOR

EXPERT

$25,-00.-

1

.W.--

1

Santa Fe, N. M., July 10. The
of incorporation
following articles
have been filed in the ottice of Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds:
Crocker Mercantile company. Principal place of business at Cimarron,
Colfax county. Territorial agent, F.
Capital
O. Crocker, &i Cimarron.
stock, $20,000 divided Into two hundred shares ot the par value of $100
each commencing business with $15,-00Object general mercantile business. Period of existence, forty-nin- e
years. Incorporators, F. O. Crocker
and George E. Crocker, both of Cimarron, and Charles K. Kemaberg, of
Haton.
Leopold and Tyrone Copper company. Principal place of business in
Grant
New Mexico at Silver City,
county. Territorial agent, George, A.
genObject,
City.
Easton, at Silver
Period of exeral mining ibuslness.
years. The comistence, twenty-nin- e
pany was organized in Arizona and
filed amended articles of Incorporation to comply with the laws of New
Mexico.
Valley Farms company. Principal
place of business at Sacramento City,
Otero county. Territorial agent, A.
M. Jackey, at Sacramento City. Capital stock, $100,000 divided into one
thousand shares of the par value of
$100 each, commencing tiuslneBS with
Object, agricultural pursuits,
$2,000.
and dealing In live stock. Period of
existence, fifty years. Incorporators,
C. Corp, A. M. Jackley, W. L. Bullls,
and George T. Kimple, all of Alamo-gordNotaries Public ApMliitcd.
The following have been appointed
Train Snlit.i Man's I'Jir.
notaries public by Acting Governor
St. Poul, July 10. Frank Krick. a
W. Kaynolds:
J.
Kwtinii hiind employed in me ran
W. J. Mclnnes. of Iike Arthur,
rrari vards) lust north of the Union
Chaves county; Hubert Montoya. of
depot, stood too close to the tracks
Moiiarty, Torrance county; Elmer H.
wr.cn
a
uiem
.vuuinn
ti.s inorir.ir
Koliiiisiin, of Texico, Roosevelt counJoy of Weallli.
ger train passed him, and wa
sir
ty; Frank W. Winston, of Falrview,
, rni'k
South Norwalk, Conn.. July 10.
was
Sierra county: Frank E. Penn. of Tu- tht he
He was taken to St. Mary's Hos Frank ('. Handle was told
The ' eiiiiicarl oiihv pmmtv: Frederick W.
heir to an estate of $40,000.
pltal, where i: was found that hi Joy
drove him mad. Wiblliig, of Morlarty, Torrance
right 'ar w;. split, 'ihe Injury i He over his fortune
drowned himself in a mill pond.
not serious.

I

hj
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TIIK SCF.NE ntTtlXO THE FAMOVS LAItOU TRIAL WHEN PRFSI1KT MOVTO, OF THF, WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINERS. WAS RROUUIIT
3.
ARE al.MIIF.HKl
TllK HT AS I tIM.OWN: 1, Mm I. It: z, Rllis.
Ot'EsTIONS OF THE DEFENSE. THE IM1HHITAXT F1GVRI-.4, ATTORNEY RICHARDSON; 5, JllK.I WOOD; 6, SENATOR DORA 1. THE JVRY IS SIATED DIHF.CLY IN FRONT OF JtlKiE WOOD'S DESK.

Defense Attempted to Prove Political Animus Against Peabody.
Gabbart and Goddard But
Judge Wood Ruled Against
That Evidence.
liolse, Idaho, July 10. When the
Haywood trial opened this morning
Senator ISorah read the crass examination In the deposition of W. A.
Abernathy, contractor
and former
miner In Couer D'Alene, who declared that he heard Orchard Bay he
would 'get" Steunenberg some time.
This was the last of the depositions,
which have occupied the court since
Monday.
Correspondent on Stand.
When the reading of the depositions was concluded, John I Tlerney,
n. newspaper
correspondent of Denver, was called by the defense. He
testified regarding the political sit
uation In Colorado in 1904 and 1905,
when it was alleged that attempts
were made on the life of Governor
Peabody and Justices Goddard and
Gabbert of the supreme court.
Tlerney was asked what the pub
He feeling In the city of Denver was
as against Peabody and the supreme
An objection was
court in 1904-entered and a long argument ensued
To Show Public Feeling.
Attorney Darrow declared that It
was the purpose of the defense to
show that there were others whose
feelings and motives were stronger
than any that could be charged
against the Western Federation of
Miners.
Judge Wood inquired if he intend
ed to show that somebody other than
Orchard had committed the crimes.
No. your honor." replied Darrow,
we will presume .that Orchard did
propose to show
those things, but
that he was acting as agent for those
who must have had a Btronger reel
lng than the Western Federation. We
propose to show that these defendants had absolutely nothing to do
with Orchard in connection with
We want to show
these incidents.
the motive pure and simple. We
want to Bhow that a great class of
people in the city of Denver had a
feeling infinitely stronger than has
been charged against the Federation
de
as the result of the eight-hocision.
KvUlcnce Ruled Out.
Darrow here said that he desired
to eo into the matter In detail and
state facts expected to be proved by
at length Into
the witness. He wentPeabody-Adams
the matter of the
gubernatorial contest, and the at
tempt to unseat the democratic mem
bers of the legislature.
Judges of the supreme court elected as populislts and democrats, Bided
with the republicans, ne aeciarea
and the feeling grew so strong that
flags were displayed at half mast ana
nooses hung In the windows for the
sunreme court.
The court sustained the objection
to this testimony and Tlerney left the
stand.
Mover Taken Ontli.
of
Chnrles It. Moyer, president
the Western Federation or Miners,
and follow defendant of Haywood
was sworn In as a witness today. He
was called at 10:15 o'clock and was
escorted into court by a deputy
sher ft.
He seemed quite self possessed and
as he walked to the stand looked
around the court room apparently
seeking a glimpse of his wife, who
occupied an Inconspicuous chair De- hind the press tables. He displayed
some nervousness as his examination
began, but within a few minutes was
going on steadily In a recital of his
connection with the Western Federation of Miners. During a review of
the Coeur D'Alene strike in 1899, the
witness said that he was in sympathy
with the strikers In their struggle,
but he never had any personal hos
tility to Frank Steunenberg.
I Willi's Orchard's Story.
Shortly before noon, the witness
entered upon a ienginy exammawun
as to the Crlnnle Creek strike in
1903-0Wit the utmost deliberation, he denied that he ever discussed
the explosion in the Vindicator mine
as detailed by Orchard.
Moyer said he was in Joplin, Mo.
at the time of the explosion In Ie
cember. 1903. and he never met Or
chard until January of the next year,
w hen Orchard came to Denver to ai
tend the labor convention.
Moyer denied ever giving Orchard
monev at anv time, or that he had
knowledge of Orchard ever having
been given money by any officer o
the Western Federation.
Traveled with Orchard
lie detailed his trip to Ouray with
Orchard In 1904. saying that Orchard
va going there and Moyer suggested
thev travel togetlier. This was ro
self protection because of the at
t icks on memuers 01 me organize
Hon.
He described their arrangement
off
for carrying revolvers and sawed se
xhotRur-s,which lie sum were
cured hv Pettibone. urcnar'l. Move
said, bought his ovn ticket but Moy
er j'uld their expenses at a notei.

"

physicians were admitted to practice
upon the presentation of their diplomas and other credentials or passed
However,
the required examination.
the licenses of several of the applicants will be withheld pending the
furnishing of suitable references as to
moral oharacter and integrity.
The session of the board was devoted almost entirely to the examining of candidates who were either
graduates of medical colleges not on
the accredited list or have not preUcenses
viously been practloneers.
were Issued almost Immediately to
to
practice.
At 8
those admitted
o'clock yesterday afternoon the board
adjourned to meet again on Monday,
October 14.
C. V Stedd, of Clovls, and Henry
J. Brown of Alamogorilo, were issued licenses as emtbalmera.
Practically all of the physicians
who were granted licenses are recent
arrivals in New Mexico and with few
exceptions they have been engaged
In active practice at their former logiven are
cations. The addresses
where they are now located or inlocating.
tend
Following is a list of the physicians
to whom licenses were granted:
Dr. John G. Martin, Romero; Dr.
C.
Thomias
Rivera. Montoya; Dr.
Henry T. Bailey, Texico; Dr. William
Ij. Shelton, Montoya; Dr. William O.
Haswett, Des Moines; Dr. William H.
Halley. Folsom; Dr. George W. Bennett, Mcintosh; Dr. J. Foster Scott,
Jr., Texico; Dr. H. L. Hendricks,
Dexter; Dr. Alexander F. Brown,
Talban: Dr. Dudley D. Stetson, Park
View: Dr. John W. Hale, Grady; Dr.
I.ee V. Williams. Fierro; Dr. William
K. Provines, Santa Fe; Dr. Samuel
I j. Wilkinson. Helen; Dr. William H.
Crisp, Farmlngton;
Dr. William M.
Guernsey, Hachlta;
Dr. Frank R.
Porter, Santa Fe; Dr. Frank E. Tull,
Al!)U(Uerque;
Dr. Stephen J .King,
Santa Fe; Dr. William W. Parks,
Gallup; Dr. William G. Drake, Quay;
Dr. G. L. Tinker, Albuquerque; Dr.
Joeiph H. Doving, Lloyd; Dr. IeKoy
P. Strayhorn, La. Grande; Dr. J. E.
Manney, Tucumcarl; Dr. J. F. Rene- gar, Leopold; Dr. John E. Bonar,
Klncon; Dr. Charles A. Frank, Albuquerque; Dr. H. E. Klrschner, Albuquerque; Dr. Thomas L. Cellum,
Orogrande; Dr. S. G. Swell,

KILLING

HIS

FRIEND

Struck

Another

Native In

Head With RocK. Caus-

ing Death.
Silver City, N. M., July 10. (Special.) Juan Duran, the native who
struck Ramon Vasquez, another native, over the head with a rock Saturday night from the effects of whl-'- h
the victim died Siinday, is bejng given a preliminary hearing here touay.
Duran and Varques were friends,
or had been until the fight which re
sulted in the latter's death. They re- siuea near eacn other in the native
quarter, and as far as known, had no
trouble previous to the fatal fight.
Saturday night they were together
with several other natives, all having .presumably, drank some whisky
though none of tho oarty was intoxicated.
Suddenly a qua--arose betce;i
the two men and it endeJ by Duran
striking Vasquex In the head with a
heavy rock, fracturing hu skull. liu
dropped to the grjunJ and was iml
mediately carried to a local
but did not regain c insjiiuno3. dying 24 hours later. Hli a?.allant was
at once arrested, and it is generally
believed that he will be held without bond to await the action of the
grand Jury.
ol

hot-plta-

COOLEY

NOMINATED
FOR

PRESIDENT

Los Angeles. Cal., July 10. E. E.
C'ooley. superintendent of the Chicago
city schools, was nominated for president of the National Educational
today by a unanimous vote
of the nomination
No
committee.
other name was presented and th's
means his unanimous election this
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MIKE SCHRECK WANTS A

R.

St. Louis
New York

WALLOP AT TOMMY BURNS

Classified Advertisements

WKDXKfcnAV.

6
6

your
The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
W A.N 1

Is
In

KD.

N. M.
.WANTED

A girl for general house-wor- k
at 815 South Third street.
WANTED Plain sewing; children's
208
South
clothes a specialty.
Arno.
Phone 1320.
V ANTED
A first class cook for the
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no ob
ject If the cook Is right
WANTED First class cook at Allan
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-lena.

N. M.

WANTED To borrow (600 on Improved ranch property, about SO
Mrs.
house.
acres. Good
Norrla, 110 East Coal avenue.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise In The Cltlsen's
want column. A few lines cost but
few cents but bring; returns an
hundred fold.
VfANTED Ladies who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
on Miss C. P. Crane. 613 North
Second street. Millinery at half
price.
WANTED At once, woman to do
housework;
small family, good
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
423 North Second street.
WANTED Organizers, either sex, on
salary of 1100 a month and exassociapenses for an
tion, paying weekly sick and accifree
dent benefits and furnishing
medical attendants to all its membe
will
bers. Liberal contract
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
MF.N WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
day. If you ar looking for a Job
's
put a want ad In The Evening
want column and it will do
the rest.
tUK KENT.
FOR RENT House furnished complete for housekeeping. See M. L.
fichutt, 219 South Second street,
' FOR RENT
Mesa ranch,
mile from University. Best well
on mesa, good house, plenty of
chicken yard, cheap rent to right
party. John M. Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT rooms for light
good cool sleeping rooms.
Inquire 517 South Broadway, Mrs.
H. E. Rutherford.
FOR" RENT Two large furnished
rooms for llghthousekeeptng ;one
block from car line. $10 per
f01 Forrester avenue.
month.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business cenCornel
ter; rates reasonable.
Sixth and Railroad.Applyatrear.
cottage
flata
FORRENT Furnished
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
$10
for the summer. By the month
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
avenue.
Coal
110
East
K. Norrls.
FOR RENT Several sm:. cottage,
furnished
for housekeepnicely
all
Hot
ing. J. B. Block, Jemez
Springs. N. M.
EMPIOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
want column will furCitizen's
The
nish you a quick and ready means
of securing It at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work tomorrow.
TOR SALE.
FOR KALE Fine saddle pony. Also
saddle. 320 West Hunlng avenue.
FOR SAiLE Furniture of a five room
623 South
house, almost new.
Edith street.
S'bR SALE Ten native mules. Alexander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
county.
FOR SALE Bankrupt stock of gen-ermerchandise, store building,
fixtures, blacksmith shop, other
real estate and livestock. For particulars address J. A. Miller, trustee, San Rafael, N. M.
A SNAP The beat paying hotel business in New Mexico for $1,800 cash.
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
street.
Valley.
In the Beautiful Menllu
Tracts of all sixes to suit purchasers.
Phillips I nil & Investment Co,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE Half interest in estab.
Ilshed poultry business. Bred-tLay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
LOST
Black ribbon watch fob with
Told mounting and locket.
Locket
has two pictures inside and Initials
on
V.
N.
outside. Liberal reward
R.
If returned to R. N. Van Sant, 220
North Seventh street.
FOUND Through the want column
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring re
turns for small expenditure. Try a
want ad and be convinced.
Citl-sen-

one-quart- er
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ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOB SALIC
One of the best busiin
ness properties
will
Albuquerque,
pay 9 per cent on
$16,000.00
Investment
Business corner, good
6,000.00
location
Another good corner
2.200.00
two lots
$5 acres
of highly
Improved land, west
of saw mills, 12 bo an acre.
20 acres In alfalfa,
mile north of town,
ditch runs
main
through land
4,500.00
200 acres of fine land
all under cultivation
water supply never
10,000.00
falls

A. Montoya
215 Wist

Geld Ave.

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIES AND W ARBHOUSE! RECEIPTS, as low as 111
and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from at
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
$03 Vi West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICH9.
Open Evenings.

0

Philadelphia

1

7

LAW X tilts.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.St..
N. W.. Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
caveats,
copyrights,
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
B. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNE
AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobsoa.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offiaa
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. II
DENTISTS.

0

MIKE SCHRECK
Cincinnati,
Ohio. Julv 10
Mike
Nevertheless, the .big German proSchreck wants a whack at Tommv poses to challenge Tommy at once,
and insists that he make good his
Burns.
boast of barring no fighter in the
..
"7 Ann'.t- thnV
vn nm.l.l
.... u .j ....11
pun
mo a rincr oltfa jvm
ma w v. v. - Dunis world.
la one of the few who were
est
team ever hitched," says notSchreck
fooled by Bill Squires. He figurg
me
Cincinnati pugilist, ed from the first that the Australian
who made pulp of Marvin Hart in would meet his
Amerlenn Association.
Waterloo
on the
At Kansas City: Kansas
City 7:
their slashing battle at Tonopah.
Fourth.
Columbus 2.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 1; Indianapolis 7.
American League.
Minneapolis 8;
At
Minneapolis:
Won. Lost. Pot. Louisville 7.
At St. Paul: St. Paul 4; Toledo 5.
Chicago
45
24
.652
WHERE THEY PLAY
Cleveland
44
28
611
Detroit
38
29
.667
National League.
free sample of Dr. Shoop's
Gt a Coffee"
Philadelphia
38
82
St. Louis at New York.
.643 "Htalth
at our store. If real
St. Louis
30
43
.411 coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Chicago at Brooklyn.
New York
33
34
.394 Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Cincinnati at- Boston.
Boston
26
43
.377 Coffee imitation.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
Dr. Snoop has
Washington
22
43
.338 closely matched
Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has
American
Western League.
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Boston at Cleveland.
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
Coffee Imitation
Dr. Shoop's
New York at Detroit.
Dps Moines
41
28
.594 Is made from Health
pure toasted grains or
Omaha
43
34
.658 cereals, with
Nuts,
Malt,
etc.
Made
Lincoln
39
33
.542 In
HOW THEY STAND
No tedious wait.
Ton
Denver
35
32
.522 willa minute.
surely like it.
Sold by C. U.
Sioux City
30
42
.417 Brlgham.
Nutioi.ul Iicaexw.
Pueblo
26,
45
.366
o
Won. Lost. Pet.
Chicago
55
17
.764
The best remedy for bachache,
YESTERDAY'S
GAMES.
New York . . .
42
26
.618
weak kidneys, lnflamatlon
of the
Pittsburg . .
42
27
.609
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and BladNational League.
Philadelphia . .
38
31
.551
At New York
Their action is prompt
R. H. E. der Pills.
30
38
.441 St. Louis
A week's treatment for
3
5
6 and sure.
Cincinnati
30
42
.417
New
. :
by
25c.
Sold
5
York
3
9
J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
Brooklyn
29
43
Batteries-i-Lus- h.
o
.403
Fromme
and'
St. Louis
i ... 17 ' 59 .224 Noonan; JjatKwson and
Bowerman.
Subscribe for The Tyrennig Citizen

t
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BASEBALL

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 1 and I, Baroett building
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
DR. C. A. ELLER,
Dentist.
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 869.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. $06 Railroad avenue. Offle
hours, 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; l:$t
p. m. to i p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN," M.' D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUS1.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 tv m. to 4 p. m. 'Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DBS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 628.

-

6-- 8,
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MS

BLOOD

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS

I

DM

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

3M

Contagious Blood Poison begins in the most insignificant wav. and
with less evidence of what is to follow, than any other disease. The
tirst symptom is usually a little sore or blister, whose appearance does
NOTARY PUBLIC.
not indicate that deeper down, in the blood, a treacherous and deadly
;
a
. 1
1
1
,1 . .'
r
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
poison nas iouna 11s way 10 corrupt ana vitiate me entire circulation,
Office with W. B. Chllderi.
Ill
and later to disease the body with the most loathsome and hateful sympWest Gold avenue.
Unless one has experienced or witnessed the terrible results of
Cured Three of the Family with One toms.
of Cliumlierlaln'b Colic, Contagious Blood Poison, no idea of its effects can be formed.
Bottle
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
When the blood has become fully inoculated with the virus, the mouth and throat
"I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea ulcerate; glands in the neck and groin swell, and sometimes
burst, forming ulcers; the hair
Remedy, and found it to be all
claimed for it in the adertlsements. comes out; copper' colored spots appear on the body; and where the disease is allowed to reThree of the family have used it with
good results in summer complaint." main in the system it penetrates deeper and deeper, until it affects the bones, causing them
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Press,
Highland. Wis. For sale by all drug to decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of its unfortunate victim.
gists.
Not only the first one who contracts the disease must suffer, but it is transmitted througli
tc generation, and innocent lives are blighted and diseased bvthis
uie Diooairora generation
Take a Postmaster's word for it.
vrMr. M. F. Hia.'.an, postmaster ot
.... i :
J, .... Jia ou uiguiy loiiiajjiuus
.i.. mostt
,v'
as t,i
uiotaoc
uiuuu poison; mine
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
r"JUU- of general merchandise and patent trivial manner it maybe contracted by innocent persons.
Many have been inoculated with
virus,
the
and suffered the disastrous and
colic, cholera and Diarrhoea Rem- v
umuu nwcmusis, woo
unnu 101 iwu
edy Is standard nere in its .ine. it
destructive effects of the poison, by a friendly
never fails to give satisfaction and treated me with meroury for Blood Poison, with no good
we could hardly afford to oe with- - results, so 1 Rave them up and started to use H. B. S.
or by using the same tableout it." For sale by all druggists.
When I commenoeil lta use I was oovered with sores and nauasnake,
ware
or
toilet
articles, or handling the clotheruptions, and was very weak: and
Today I
A Wonderful Happening.
am myself again, and my skin Is as clear as a baby's. I ing of an infected person.
Port Bryon, N. Y., has witnessed
it made a positive oure for me of Bloid Poison in
one of the most remarkable cases of know
Strong mineral medicines like mercury
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King the very worst form, and I am making it my business to
my
friends use it as I did, and already two cf and potash are often given to cure Contaof tihnt nlfLCA tmvn ' "Ttimklen'fl Ar have
nica Salve cured a sore on my leg tnem are having wonderful results In the way of a cure,
with which I had suffered over 80 ft I am, today, a living testimonial to the value of gious Blood Poison, but years of failure have
years.
"
I am now
'S S, S. In oases of advanced Blood Poison.
proven that such treatment cannot cure
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all
HARRY BARRETT
the trouble. These medicines can onlv
dealers, 25c.
424 WeBt North XTeaue,
Chicago, 111.
mask or shut the disease up in the sj'stem
v
.
.
A icaiiBiiiK, uicaii. ixiuihik. buuuiing, healing household remedy is De ior awnne; as soon as they are leit on the symptoms return in all their hideousness and
.
.
, , .
,
Witt's Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve., tt,a- ,,rr
.
1
i. 11 lime, auu, in auunioii, ruineu
luv- aunctci
Co.
ii"ua 1. iitis wusttu vumtiuic
sold by j. h. o'Rieiiy
uis iieaitn with
these harmful drugs
S. S. S. is the antidote for Contagious Blood Poison the ouly remedy that is able to get
Every Woman
at
the
root of the disease and force out every particle of the poisou, so that there are never
MUHrauatheana wioaia kquw
wonderful
about
MARVEL Whirling Spray
any signs of its return. It can be used and a perfect cure of the disease made in the
1mv M oil conveu
privacy of your own home. Sufferers from this disease can be their own doctors, and the forty
;4 ow
years of cures made by this remedy assures them that the treatment is in every respect the
Am your ilrugrtflt for
If hft cannut uiplr t
proper one, and that its use, together with any suggestions as to local treatment,
StUVEL. ai'.rpl no
GUwr. hut awiit statu n far
which will be furnished by our physicians free of charge, will cure the trouble permaUlualrau4 book auleil. ft tlvna
full t.articniara ami iiirptioua
nently and privately. S. S. S. is made entirely of purifying, healing roots, herbs and
Tuaiile as Udlea. M UlVt U (U,
l
lrt, kl lUKa..
We oiler a reward of $1,000 for proof
barks.
,
that it contains a particle of mineral in any
form. S. S. S. goes down to the very root of
the trouble, and by driving out the last trace of
the poisou, and making the blood pure aud strong,
cures the disease thoroughly and with certainty.
S. S. S. will also remove the effects of any minO
Mexico City and return $40.25. June
5 to 15 inclusive. Limit August
treatment that may have been previously used.
eral
31. 1IM)7.
Norfolk, Va., and return. 15 day limit, CONTAINS
Our "Home Treatment'' book on this disease
NO
MINERAL
158.75: sixty day, 872.90; season
is a complete giuae tor treating the trouble.
limit. Dee. 16th, 887.45.
Denver and return, 823.70: Colorado It contains instructions for the different
of flip rli spnse. find nlsn nrlvirp nlmnr t1ic 1ro1
dlnretu?nrl8t.,5n
Vett ona.!. treatment that will be the most helpful in effecting a cure. This book, together with any
June 1st to sept. so. 1907. Return special medical advice desired,j will ho
fcv
r
iaw
limit Oct. SI, 1907.
J
J
'v
T, E. FURDT. Agent.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
46-4-
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CONDITION OF
MARKET

10. I HOT,

USED

HAS

WATER RIGHT

2

.....7

CARDS

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

8

Batteries White and McFarland;
Bartley and Powers.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
3
8
0
Detroit
0
15
Boston
Batteries Eubanks, Wlllett, Donovan, Archer and Schmidt; Tanne-hl- ll
and Crlger.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
5 10
0
St. Louis
1
4 11
Washington
Buelow and
Batteries Powell,
Spencer: Patten, Smith and Hayden.
At Cleveland
R. II. E.
8
1
1
Cleveland
2
3 13
New York
Batteries Rhoades
and Clarke;
Orth and Thomas.
W:stem League.
At Dps Moines
R. H. E.
Dps Moines
0
6
4
6
1
2
Pueblo
Sporer
Batteries Clarke,
and
Dexter; Jordan and Drill.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
1
2
8
Sioux City
6
1
8
Denver
Batteries Corbett
and Sheehan;
Olmstead and McDonough.
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
3
0 4
Lincoln
4 14
3
Omaha
Batteries Zaekert and Sullivan;
Sanders and Gonding.

SALESMEN WANTED.

PROFESSIONAL

4

2
Philadelphia
2
4
Batteries Llpfleld
Phelps;
and
Brown and Dooln.
At Boston
R. H. E.
,
1
5 8
Boston
1
3
8
Cincinnati
Batteries Pelner and Needham;
Ewlng and Schlel.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Chicago
7
9
0
1
1 10
Brooklyn
Batteries Overall and Kllng; Bell
and Rltter.
American Ijengue.
At Chicago
R. It. E.
Chicago
5
8
0

On

WANTED A good, reliable man to
run coal chute. Apply to Charles
M. Planer, Santa Fe chutes.
Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
that can do telegraphing. Ad dree,
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,

REAL

PERSONAL

6

Marshall;
Batteries Hebee and
McOlnnlty and Bowerman.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
8 12
Pittsburg
0
4
4
Philadelphia
9
Batteries Willis,
and
Camnltz
Gibson; Sparks and Jacklitsch.
Second game
R. H. E.

Pittsburg

IIKIiP WANTED.
HELP WANTED If that
crying need, a want ad

H. E.
10 4

.ItXY

IMPROVED

AFFRAY

Re- William Le Fever Dying at
Confidence Gradually
Phoenix as Result
covering From a Number
of Quarrel.
of Reasons.

New York, N. Y.. July 10. Conditions In the stock market have
further Improved.
After a three
months' rest, following three months
of very severe liquidation which culminated in the March panic, the
market is now displaying considerable recuperative ability. The
of liquidation was admitted and all unfavorable
influences
having been thoroughly discounted,
there was no reason for further depreciation.
Confidence
has been
gradually recovering for various reason-;
largely perhaps because of the
better understanding which is developing between corporations
and
the people, although that has always
been an element of depression small
In comparison
with the exhaustion
of capital which was the main factor.
The tendency toward Improvement
was observable two or three weeks
ago; the principal obstacle to the
rise In stocks being the unsatisfactory condition of the money market.
Now that the
July disbursements
have been afely passed the outlook
Is somewhat better.
These funds have been released
and a large amount of money previously locked up la now available
for Investment or other
purposes.
During the next two months, or until about September 1st, there will
be no unusual local demands upon
the money market and currency
Rhould begin to flow from the interior to this center, especially if high
Interest rates continue.
By this it
Is not meant that the money market
Is In a satisfactory condition.
Caution and Criticism.
On the contrary, there are many
money situation
elements
in the
which invite both caution and criticism.
Nevertheless, the period of
greatest strain has been safely passed and for the next few weks the
tendency ought to be towards Improvement. Renewed gold shipments
cause some uneasiness In
certain
quarters, especially as the precious
metal Is an Important basis of credit.
It Rhould not be forgotten, however, that we can readily spare considerable sums of gold without injurious effects here. We have a
large stock of gold in the country,
which has been heavily augmented
by Importation for the last year or
two, besides which we are a large
producer of gold.
There Is really nothing threatening in the foreign demnd upon us
for gold at this time. On the contrary, we will Indirectly receive the
benefit of allowing a portion of our
surplus to go where it Is most needed for strengthening purposes.
One of the best features in the situation is the steady improvement in
the crop outlook. We have now had
three weeks of almost
ideal crop
weather, which has done much to
repair the Injury caused by a late
and cold spring. Harvesting of winter wheat has begun in several states
and the condition of this crop is reported much improved, and the outlook Is at least for a full average
crop. The chief complaint
comes
from Kansas, where the damage, although exaggerated, la unquestionably serious.
Corn hus recovered
considerable
of Its backwardness, but Is still from
one to three weeks late. While the
stand is small, condition Is generally good, and with a late frost chances
are In favor of a good yield.
Kven cotton is rapidly making up
for lost time, and the prospects are
much better thHn a month ago. It
would seem quite likely that condition is better than the government's
report of 72.
This was a rise of
only 1 4 points in the month, which
seems exceedingly small, in view of
the splendid growing weather during
the past three weeks.
Suffice to say, that the crop situation as a whole Is much more en
couraging than a month ago. With
refavorable weather during the
mainder of the growing season, It Is
fair to expect good crops as a rule.
On the other hand, the situation Is
critical both as to cotton and corn
and early frosts might cuuse serious
Injury.
Transactions on the Mock Exchange this week have been somewhat restricted by observation of
the Independence holiday.
The outlook, however, is for a
more active market in July than experienced in June. The low prices
at which many stocks have been
selling, considering
their dividend
earning power, have Induced some
of the market leaders to take more
optimistic and aggressive attitudes.
Itlse Supported.
The rise which took place In some
of the leading stocks during the last
two weeks received the sanction and
support of some of the strong interests in the market.
Some of the larger operators were
evidently of the opinion that unfavorable conditions had been well
discounted and that the market was
entitled to a fair rally. This, combined with the conditions referred
to above explains the recent strength
of the market In face of stringent
money rates.
Hefore long several
of the larger operators who have
been absent on vacations will return,
and this may tend to stimulate activity.
If the weather continues favorable
and crop prospects Improve as generally In July as they did In Juno,
we may look for a more active and
still higher market, especially should
funds return from the Interior and
assist in rebuilding local bank reIn
the
serves. There is nothing
present situation to warrant further
unfadistrust and In the absence f
vorable developments the outlook Is
for better prices. At the same time
we "have already had a considerable
rise, and on any sharp advance
ng
will be desirable.
HKN'UY CLEWS.
thor-oughne-

Phoenix, Arls., July 10. A cutting
affray the seriousness1 of which can
not now be determined took ' place
along the Dutch ditch southeast of
the city. William LeFever, the victim, le lying at his home In a more
or less precarious condition and
James W. Black is under a bond of
8600 for hds appearance at a preliminary examination
before
Justice
charged with
Johnstone tomorrow
murderous assault.
It was the result of a water quarrel. Black and his brother, A. C.
Black, are engaged in the culture of
strawberries and other forms of Intensive farming and LeFever Is engaged In the raising of melons. LeFever demanded a division of the water running in the Dutch ditch and
Black was present to see that there
was no division.
There is a difference of statement
as to the events immediately preceding the cutting. Black said that after a wordy war LeFever advanced
upon him and he ran.
When he
found that he was about to be overtaken he turned and defended himself with his pocket knife.
Man Badly Hurt.
LeFever was brought to town and
taken to the office of Dr. Beauchamp.
His clothing was saturated
with
blood and the wagon in which he was
brought was smeared
with blood.
The doctor found several wounds
about the breast, the side and the upper part of the abdomen. When he
had finished dressing them the upper
part of LeFexer's body was covered
with adhesive plaster.
The doctor
said that while the wounds were serious he could not say whether they
would Ikkely prove fatal.
One of
them m'tht have punctured the lunar
but that could not be determined.
LeFever was so weak from loss of
blood that he could not speak of the
affair but his LMtle eleven year old
son, with his eyes filling with tears,
described It graphically and angrily.
He said .there was a quarrel about
the water and Black called his father a foul name. His father struck
at Black but in striking he fell, and
nerore ne could regain his feet Black
was upon him, driving the knife into him.
Hoy Is VenRCfuI.
"But," said he, sobbing and shaking his fist at an imaginary Black,
"my father managed to get on his
feet and Black ran like a coward."
Black came to town to surrender
himself but before doing so consulted and retained Judge
Baker. He
then went before Justice Johnstone
and gave himself up. The justice In
the meantime had endeavored to ascertain the seriousnesis of LeFever's
Injuries. After consulting the physician, he fixed Black's bond at 8600
with the understanding that If the
wounds of LeFever should turn out
to be more serious than they then
appeared to the amount of the bond
might be Increased or ball might Be
denied altogether.
The preliminary
examination
of
Black was set for tomorrow but there
is no llkllhood that LeFever wiJl be
able to appear then.
Engineer Heed, who has charge of
the distribution of water, said yesterday that LeFever was entitled to the
share of water he was claiming and
he ordered It turned upon his land.
Farmers,
mechanics, railroaders,
laborers rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclec-tri- c
Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
burns or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay where it is used.
DeWltt's Little Early Risers. Small,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly & Co.
GOV.

KIBBEY

MAY

RESIGN AUGUST

1

Phoenix, Ariz.,
July 10. Astute
politicians Insist that Governor Kib-be- y
will resign his office on August
1 and resume the practice of law for
financial reasons. It has even been
asserted that Governor Klbbey himself has stated confidentially that he
will retire in August, his resignation
having already been communicated
to
President
Roosevelt, who It Is
claimed has accepted It with reluctance.
General T. F. Wilson of Tucson. Is
said to be the man President Roosevelt has selected to succeed Governapor Klbbey. General Wilson's
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The ALBUQUERQUE

AHOUT TOWN
J. B. Freel, of El Paso, is in Albuquerque today.
J. L. Brown, a business man of
Erie, Pa., Is visiting In the city.
O. L. Burns, a well known mining
man of Blsbee, Arls., is In the city
A sewer located at Second street
and Silver avenue H being repaired
The city council will hold Its sec
ond meeting for July next Monday
night.
Peter Farrell, of Chanute, Kan., is
transacting business In the city to
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Daniel Carey, a soldier stationed
at Fort Wlngate, X. M., is in Albu
querque today.
Mrs. J. O. Burke and daughter, of
Rio Puenro, are in the city visiting
with mends.
H. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
of the Santa Fe at El Paso, is In
the city today.
Deputy
United States Marshal
Ewers Is planning a short trip to
Colorado springs.
L. Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe.,
of New Mexico, is in Al
buquerque today on business.
E. C. Salasar, the father-in-laof
Attorney M. O. Ortls, lies critically
111
at his homo in Uarelas.
A tract of land in Bernalillo coun
ty has been com to r ranclsco Lopez
by Jose M. Chavez for $75.
Daniel G. Grant and bride, of Los
Angeles, are in the city on their
wedding trip through the west.
Alejandro Sandoval, the well known
resident of Sandoval, Sandoval county, is in the city on business today.
Mrs. Nonato Duran, of old town. Is
dangerously 111 and was taken to St.
Josephs hospital for treatment last
night.
Mrs. R. M. Chrygo. of Albany. N.
Y., arrived in Albuquerque last evening to make it her home for some
time.
A tract in the Hunlng Highlands
addition was gold to J. Lukens by
Alice It. Lowe for a consideration of
w

Dealing Witft "ungers"
The state of Texas has decided to quarantine
tuborou'osls.
"While the standpoint of th-- ; Texans I clear and whil the gnat white plague
haJi been gaining such ground In the west that Texas can hardly be censured
for desiring to protect her own people, yet at the same time there is a
humanitarian standpoint from which to view the conditions prevalent In
this country.
Texas, perhaps, less than any other portion of the southwest. Is suitable
for the cure of tuberculosis.
Ten tubercular patients enter New Mexico
and A zona and are cured to the one who regains health and happiness In
Texas.
While the presence of tubercular patients in any community is
omewhat of a menace to the general health, yet at the same time, shall
poor
afflicted ones be condemned to face death, simply because a state
these
Jaw denies them the right to seek the pure air and perpetual sunshine which
alone can save them?
There are two sides to the question two grave sides and both merit
deep consideration.
Probably the St. Louis
puts the matter In the right light
In the following editorial:
Is
announced from Texas that the health authorities of the state
"It
have decided to quarantine against consumptives.
One city, San Antonio,
has ordered patients suffering from the disease to leave its hospital and
for
hoped
hift
themselves.
It ts
that the reports of action suddenly taken
re exaggerated, for they are not In line with common humanity. Medical
science in general has decided that tuberculosis Is spread by contagion, but
this view Is comparatively so recent that national, state and municipal authorities have scarcely had time to adjust themselves to the necessities of the
case.
Several states, Missouri among the number, have erected tuberculosis
anitariums. where the disease will be treated along hygienic lines and in
the belief that it is curable.
"A duty rests upon Texas, as upon all the states, to treat all infectious
diseases as something more than an evil to be driven out and excluded from
the state by arbitrary quarantine, which is too often merely a plan of exiling the sick with no provision for their care.
Admitting consumption to
te communicable, requiring that those who have it must be kept apart, the
obligation upon society, and upon official authorities, Is to provide suitable
ftanltary retreats and systematic treatment. Tuberculosis Is not an epidemic
disease like yellow fever, and the thought of shotgun quarantine in regard to
consumptives is abominable.
Texas should establish a state tuberculosis
sanitarium In a civilized manner.
It will not be sought by more than a
half share of such patients, for the climate is not considered one of the most
favorable for the cure of the disease."
4
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XittCe Dialogue

Following Is a portion of an editorial which is taken from the Santa Fe
New Mexican and which is Interesting to Albuquerque people:
"Things are getting interesting in the Albuquerque reform line.
The
following colloquy which took place between Little Danny Macpherson of
the Morning Journal, and John Boavea, treasurer of Bernalillo county, who
was elected on the reform ticket, is worth reading.
Here It is:
Beaven, calling upon Macpherson to protest against the enforcement of
the. law made by the last legislature which reduces the percentage he is
to receive for his valuable services as treasurer, said: 'Why shouldn't I have
my full 4 per cent? (amounting to about $12,000). Didn't I pay $2,000 to
tho campaign fund of the people's party?
"'Wasn't I the only democrat on the ticket?
"'Wasn't the democratic party sacrificed to allow some of you fellows
who could not get In the republican party to break Into office?
"'Wasn't the. democratic party sacrificed in this county for the purpose
of giving me this Job and securing my $2,000?
"'Didn't Marron engineer the scheme?
" 'Didn't Field and Buikhart make friends with Marron and fall into
line?
" 'What would have become of the people's party ticket if it hndn't been

,

,

for this?

,

.

" 'Didn't you make a trip to Santa Fe and fix Ruppe and Pulzer so that
when this bill for the reduction of salaries came up they sold me out and
oted for It?
" 'Grunsfeld was sold out too, wasn't he, In Just the same way?
" 'Didn't this bill smply cut our sulares and leave the rest of them alone?
I intend to have all I can make out of this office If I have to go Into court
to get it.'
"Then Danny caught his breath and said:
"'Do you. A REFORMER. Intend to tell me, a reformer, that you gave
$2,000 to the campaign fund to corrupt the people's vote?'
" 'Yes.' answered Beaven, 'and you know I did it too.
You got some
of the money.'
"Further depondent salth not."

;'
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Commenting upon the killing of Bailey Brown,
who tried to
break Jail at Raton, The Raton Range says: "Some criticism has been made
concerning the killing of a prisoner at the county Jail while inuklng an attempt to escape early Thursday morning, but we fall to see any Justification
for such criticism.
It is the duty of Mr. Gale, deputy sheriff,
at present
acting sheriff of Colfax county, to properly guard the Jail andandprevent
any

prisoners from escaping.
In shooting the prisoner, Brown, who,
is
claimed, had been a criminal the greater portion of his life, and whoit was
engaged in a desperate effort to obtain freedom, Mr. Gale did exactly what
ha was sworn to do, his duty. While, of course, the killing of a person
to be deplored, yet it seems to us that any one else would have done theis
aam thing under like conditions and circumstances.
It would appear that
the acting sheriff had a clear Idea as to his duty and performed It like a man
Men of his stamp are always in demand."

Lnder the heading of too much fairness the Las Vegas Optic comments
as follows upon the acting governor's removal
of Trelford: "The fair and
impartial hearing given former Superintendent Trelford.
of the penitentiary,

by Acting Governor Ruynolds is so unlike the methods pursued by Hagermari
that the Albuquerque Journal can not become
to It.
The fact
of the matter is, Governor Raynolds has been tooreconciled
fair.
Fairness and truthfulness are things unknown to the Hagerman gang and the democratic
newspapers supporting it.
In dealing with them, the best method to pursue
would be to Hre them out of office, till the places with competent
men, and
It any investigation Is needed, make it afterwards."
Sir Thomas Upton Is again planning to come to America after the yacht
Some one ought to send Sir Thomas a tin cup or a cup of some
kind for he actually appears to want one and he can t get It by rUclng.

race cup.
John

D.

Rockefeller gave the United States deputy marshal who served
It's a wife bet that it was a nickel

him with the court summons a cigar.

cigar.

A scleniwu says all of us will be sleeping out of doors before a great
while.
Unless prices cease going up we rather think the day Is close at

hand.

The Japanese are 1. racing their nerves to resist exclusion.
However,
In mind that big fleet soon to be on the Pacific ocean.

they should bear

"Why shall we not expand our limits?" asks a San Francisco
Nearly everybody thinks that town Is already the limit.

It is understood that the "resignations"
reau of Immigration will be accepted.

paper

of several members of the

Bu-

The Citizen extends congratulations
of the great reclamation projec t.

to the Pecos valley on the opening

The acting governor no doubt
so saucy of Trelford.

real bad over that Treifutd letter.
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CONSTITUTIONALISTS

EVENING CITIZEN
W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

$2,750.
A tract of land in Bernalillo coun
ty has been sold to Concepclon
for $125 by Jocelyn C. Blois

Ar-ml- jo

Manby and wife.
E. G. Stevens, L. C. Starrett. Mrs.
Jenks, Mrs. Hunt and Dr. Krutist,
of Tohulchl, N. M.. arrived in the
city last evening.
Chief of Police McMlllIn is con
templating requesting the city council
to have screen doors placed on the
doors at the new city Jail.
A tract of land north of old town
was recorded yesterday as sold to
Sowell and Woodward by Jacob P.
Jacobson. Consideration, $1.
Pullman car, 'The Orient," to be
used between here and California,
was brought in by No. 2 this morn
ing, and Is on the depot side track.
All Santa Fe trains from the west,
due to arrive here this evening, are
scheduled to arrive behind time, on
account of heavy business frum Cali
fornia.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Presbyterian church, will meet with
Mrs. J. W. Anderson.
207
South
Walter street, tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock.
Elizabeth Soward, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Seward, 225 North Walter' street,
died this morning at 3 a. m. from
typhoid fever.
'
A fair crop of grapes will be so- cured by tho fruit growers through
out southern Valencia and Socorro
counties this year, with a large crop
of other fruits and vegetables.
J. W. Benham. of Chicago, a lum
ber man of that city, who is Interested in timber land In the Jemez coun
try, arrived here this morning from a
trip through the southern part of tho
territory.
Dr. John F. Pearce returned lost
night from Santa Fe, where he went
to attend the session of the territorial
board of health which met yesterday
to examine applicants for licenses t)
practice mediciae in the territory.
Manager Sikes. of the Reliance
Electric and Construction company,
will leave tonltrht for Belen. where
he will Install an Intercommunicating telephone system in the new
Alamo hotel, which Is one of the best
equipped hotels in the territory, ,
The farmers of Socorro county are
planning on having a fine crop of
wheat this season, although It Is only
about
as large as the crop
of last season. The cause is an invasion of grasshoppers,
which haj
been eating up the wheat and other
crops.
At the session of the territorial
board of health yesterday at Santa
Fe the following five Albuquerque
physicians were granted licenses to
practice In the territory: Dr. H. E.
Klrschner, Dr. Frank E. Tull, Dr.
G. L. Tinker, Dr. Charles A. Frank,
and Dr. S. G. Sewell.
Yesterday afternoon the Fraternal
Brotherhood Initiated three candidates
into membership In the order, and
took another in by transfer from El
Paso.
A large number of members
were In attendance and the meeting
was one of unusual Interest.
Next
Monday an open meeting will be
held, of which more extensive notice
will be given later.
Contracts have been let by Architect J. L. LaDrlere to Contractor A.
V. Tegner for the erection of the
Whltten block at the corner of Third
street and Gold avenue to be occupied by the Ilfeld Wholesale
Dry
Goods company, and also for the
building on north
'
Second street.
E. A. Miera, a merchant of Cuba,
Sandoval county, brought to Albuquerque today 140.000 pounds of wool
clip, which he sold to K. J. Garcia A
Co. According to Mr. Miera everything Is In tine shape throughout
Sandoval county.
The cattle and
sheep are In better condition than
hey have been for some years past.
A. A. Sedillo. a local attorney, returned this morning from Sablnal,
Socorro county, where he attended the
funeral of Melcadis Armljo, who was
killed by a Santa Fe work train last
Friday afternoon. As a result of the
accident, which the family allege
was due to the negligence of the
crew, a suit against the railroad train
is lo
be tiled in the Socorro district court.
Attorney Sedillo has been engaged hv
the family to take care of their inone-four- th
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HAVE RECONVENED

Only Thing For a Picnic

Outhrle, Oklahoma, July 10. The
convention, which early this year
drafted a constitution for th proposed new state of Oklahoma, reconvened here today after a two months'
recess.
The convention will set a new date,
for a vote of the people upon the
ratification or rejection of the constitution.
Final adjournment is expected within ten days.
MOTHER

OBJECTS
WEDDING;

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

'

M
Houston. Tftam .lnlv 10
Wl
has reached here of the killing of
Mrs. noe at Klllen, Texas, by her
only son, Lee Roe, aged 38, who is
among the most prominent citizens
oi miien.
After the tragedy the murderer
rode to his home, told his wife, who
was sick la bed, remounted his horse,
and has not been seen since.
The cause of the trouble Is believed to have been his mother's disapproval of his marriage 18 months
ago.
Arrest Girl to Wocl Her.
Des Moines, Iowa, July
De10.
spairing of any other method of removing the woman he loved
and
whom he had been licensed to wed
from the vigilant ward kept over her
by her guardian, Wilson L. Webster
secured a warrant for her arrest on
the charge of disturbing the peace,
had her brought before a Justice of
the peace and while the excited
guardian was out seeking for bondsmen the couple were married.
Gave 1,1 re for Snnivsliot.
Brookfield. Mo.. July 10. Seymour
Spalding, 20 years old, wus drowned
In Ixcust Creek while swimming in
a dangerous spot in order that a
young woman with a camera might
take a snapshot of him while buffeting the waves.
WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply at this ortlce.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co.. brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
tneir own private wires.
Summary of Conditions.
New
York, July 10. American
stocks In London weak, i to 1 below
parity.
H. C. Frlck says business condi
tions are sound and more settled than
a few months ago.
Considerable slackening In copper
wire trade.
Prices for copper metal reduced.
Copper stocks in London demor
alized with over three point decline
n Klo Tintos.
Light demand for stocks In loan
crowd. .
Government crop report today will
be more significant Item.
Expected offerings or finance bills
will bring exchange below gold export figures If time money hardens.
New York Stocks).
October cotton
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
ltrooklyn Rapid Transit
Baltimore and Ohio
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Beading com
Hock Island
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Union Pacific
IT. S. S
U. S. S. pfd
Greene Cananea
Santa Fe Copper
Old Dominion
Copper Range
North Butte
Butte Coal
Calumet and Arizona
Shannon

Coovartinenl

If

HaveUeedlt.
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::

::
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::

Albuquerque, New Mex.
July 18.80; Sept.
July $8.47 &; Sept. H.sm.
$8.67 ',4.
Spelter Market.
St. Louis, July 9. Spelter lower,
Lard
Bibs

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvarado.
Callle Rakliff, Denver; L. M.
Denver; Charles W. Davis, E. I.
Hunter, San Marclal; Geo. B. Squire,
El Paso: Mr. and Mrs. F. Collins, St.
Louis: I. F. Whlteford, Topeka; W.
a. Ward, Denver; Charles A. Peter
son. Rast Las Veeas: Mr. and Mrs.
J. V. Davison, Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
Burgess. Toledo: Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
Taylor, Miss Annie V. Taylor, Phlla- Boyle,
delph a: William
Jefferson
City, Mo.; J. E. Goodman, Roswell;
E. T. McKInson. Denver; L. A. Bland,
Kansas City; T. W. Traylor, R. W.
Bull, New York City; E. R. Peter
son, El Paso.
Sturges.
J. E. Sullivan, W. H. Maxwell, Den
ver; Paulino Montoya and wife, Cuba,
N. M.j Herbert W. Cornell, Santa Fe;
A. C. Podley, Hagan; R. P. Dunn,
Chicago; Charles M. Fisher, Topeka;
M.
Martinez, Cuba; J. C. Kenyan,
Gallup; S. F. Sanderson, Denver: Ale
jandro Sandoval. Corralles; D. A.
Leuhart, Wlnslow.
Take a Postmnster's Word for It.
Mr. M. F. Hia.'.an, postmaster ot
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
of general merchand'se and patent
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is standard here in Its .Inc. It
never falls to give satisfaction and
we could hardly afford to be wlth-oIt." For sale by all druggists.
Bo-gu- e,

ut

C. F. Allen

$0.124.

Galvanized

Are you looking tor sometnlng? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock

and .Storage
Tanks, Hot

Constipation.
For constipation there Is nothing
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasant movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable effect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free.
For sale by all druggists.

Furnaces,

Air

Tin

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

Highland Livery

305 West Gold

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 600.
112 .John Street

BAR OF COMMERCE

Call up 597

109

When in need of anything in the

BAKERY LIXE

French Bakery Co.

202E.R,RJve.

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

Gradi & Gxannini

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Strut

Real Estate and Loans
Agent for

Travelers' Insurance Co.,
Hartford, Conn

Life and Accident,

117V

4',i
90

The

Strongest Company

Writing Accident

B7'i

B4

Insur-

ance in the World.

.i

172
30-

-

24
115
75
11

1

BON VOYAGE

V

122
102 H
21 M
78

131H
20
136

99
16
3

'

Take the delightful
trip from

'4

46
SOU
84 H
26 Vi
167
17

July $8.45; Sept. $S.62'i.

St. Louis Wool Sinrket.
St. Louis. Julv 10. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 2liv
26c; tine medium 17 w 20c; tine 14(i
16c.

Metal Market.
quiet
New York, July 10. Lead
$5.10'ir5.15: copper unsettled $21.S7V4
W 22.12 Vi; silver 67 54c

ocean

Galveston to New York
VIA THE

Wo give speelal attention to FARM MACIIIVERY
Alfalfa Mowers.
Wheat Binders, Uukcs, Hay lYesses, Wind Mills. Wo carry high qnulity of
of machinery and tool. Write us for Seelal catalogue. J. KORBEIt & CO.,
Wholesale, Albuquerque, X. M.

MALLORY LINE
t
Moift rn Steel
Steamships.
Ejonylng the glorious Gulf
Exhilarated by ocean breezes and
Illimitable views of sea and sky,
every sence Is revived and stimulated, mind and body renemed and
energized by this tonic trip, enhanced by the luxuries and comforts of modern steamships. Low
rates, including
stateroom berth
and m3lrs.
A PHEASANT, ECONOMICAL

Fleet of

3

43;

MuKiillh-eu-

These Are
Carriage
Buying'
Days

IEALTHITL TRIP.

Sailing
GALVESTON
from
every Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday; from MOItlLK every Tuesday; from BRUNSWICK
a.t
every Friday or Saturday.
Connections at KEV WEST. Fla., via
P. & O. steamer for Cl'IlA and all
polnts In Florida.
For further particulars ask any
railroad passenger or ticket agent,
or address agent at various port.
Ask for copy of new and Interesting
Mallorv line folder.
O. II. TAYIX)R, Pnss'r Tniflio Mgr.
24MI Broadway, New York City.

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
do don't pass us by. We

.enlcle c enjoy the summer months? If you
don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle

ws have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies. Runabouts. Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

US.

-

, iri'

hi

Albuquerque Carriage

--

ir

. .. -

Co.

Corner First and Tiler as Road.

Special Excursions

REFRIGERATORS

VIA

fiSS

FEE'S GOOD, COLD TtCMTT BET:!
AT WALTON'S riKVIl STORE.
o

it

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

121
MSU

Produce Market.
Chicago, July 10. Closing quotations:
Sept. 95.
Wheat July 92
Corn July 641; Sept. 54 T4 Si 55.
4 0 4 6i S, .
July
Sept.
Oats
Pork Julv $16.05; Sept. $16.25.
. Lard
July $S.30; Sept. $8.95
Ribs

Jj

w

$11.87

Kansas City Market.
Kansas City. July 10. Cattle re
ceipts 7,000. Market steady to strong.
Southern steers $2.404i4.90: southern cows $2.25 (fj 4.30; Blockers and
bulls $3.00l
feeders J3.25W4.80;
4.76; calves $3.75 4i) 6.60; western fed
steers $4.00i 6.50; western fed cows
$2.75(1)4.60.
6,000.
receipts
Market
Sheen
strong. Muttons $5.00 f 6.00; lambs
range
$7.iOs)7.i5;
wethers
it.iaw
$5.80; fed ewes $4,256 5.00.

g 97 14 .

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who

TO

IS KILLED

it

aTTE have just

--

ILVIR

PREKSEIl AND CIIIROPO.
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion,
terest.
and is
She
not to be injurious.
The Parisian Beauty Parlors, a new guaranteed
prepares
a
also
hair tonic that cures
establishment, have opened at 120 and prevents
falland
hair
dandruff
South Fourth street and are fully ing out;
restores life to dead hair;
prepared to do all kinds of hair
moles, warts and superfluous
Ing, shampooing, facial masasgedress.
and removes
Massage
hair.
treatment by vibrator
manicuring. Mr. and Mrs. J. Slaughmachines.
For any blemish of the
ter are both In attendance.
Mr. face,
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Slaughter attending to the shampooing, hair culling,
etc., and Mrs.
Slaughter, the hair dressing, maniUse Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
curing, etc. They come highly re- Syrup.
Contains no opiates.
it
commended and will cater to the bet- drives the cold out of the system by
ter class of Albuquerqueans.
They gently moving the bowels. Contains
have all of the most up to date ap- Honey
Tar and tastes nearly an
pliances and deserve the patronage of good asand
maple yrup. Children llk
the people.
It Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and whita enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00
to $40.00.

10
principal points In Illinois, row it, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota. .Missouri,
North and South Dukota's and Wis
cousin.
Dates of sale June 15. 16, 17, 22.
23. 24, 29. 30, July 1. 2. 3, 4. 6, 6. 10,
11. 12, 19. 20, and 21. Final
return
limit October 31st.

Philadelphia and Return

$59 25
Tickets on sale July 11. 12 and IS.
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying $1 it may be
extended to leave Philadelphia
and including July Slst.

T.

E. Purdy, Agent.

up to

ALBERT FA BUR'S
308310

W. Central Avenue

..

..Staab Building
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ALBUQUERQUE

Try our Teas

SITUATED

IDEALLY PRISONER
FOR

SMELTER

We have a full line of

FOR

WANTED FORESTERS

IS

EVENING

CITIZEN.
Card signs,

F.1AY

Th

Messrs. Traylor and Bull Are Chief McMlllIn Arrested
ian Wanted by Los
Completing Their
Angeles Police.
Investigation.

Including
B

Gunpowder,
Oolong,

Japan,
English Breakfast,
g

Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
H

a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better
than you are now using.

TRY IT

MALOY'SZ
i
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Columbus
Motel
For Good

Meals
BREEZY

SHIRT

WAIST

"Albuquerque In Ideally situated for
the imielter which the
company
Smelter and Development
propose! to establish In thla city part
of the mining country," said tamuel
V. Traylor. of the Traylor Engineering company of New York, who Is the
leading spirit In the proposition to
establish the new smelter. Mr. Tray
lor, accompanied toy Robert W. Bull,
the well known engineer, arrived In
this city on No. 10 this morning, and
spent several hours considering various matters in connection with the location of the smelter.
"Albuquerque
Is growing rapidly
and Is a hustling lively city, the cor
rect sort of a place to support such
as we propose to
an establishment
build, and I hope that we can locate
here." continued Mr. Traylor.
We do not care to make any mis
take, and therefore are spending con
siderable time looking over the south
west. Albuquerque Is near our properties at Kelly, where we have extensive prospects, and there are some
ideal sites for a smelter In this vl
clnity. We also 'believe that the San.
ilia mountains undoubtedly
contain
valuable ores and the presence of the
smelter would aid In their develop
ment," said Mr. Traylor. "We have.
however, nothing new to say concerning the location, further than that it
will be announced within a short time
and Albuquerque's chances are very
favoralble.
We have gone over the
available sites In New Mexico, Ari
zona and Colorado carefully, and w II
soon be In a position to make the
location public.
"During the past few months I
have made frequent visits to this city
and can say that It would be a pleas
ure to me to have the smelter locat
ed In Albuquerque."
Mr. Traylor and Mr. Bull left on
belated No. 2 this morning for Colorado, but expect to return to this city
within a few days.

BOYS FINED FOR

HAS COME FOR

sun
Women Have Opportunity to
Keep Cool and
Dainty.

STEALING

FIREWORKS

Ital-

chef, wanted
obtaining
In Los Angeles, Cal., for
money under false pretenses, was arrested here this morning a few minutes after he had stepped from train
No. 2, on which he was en route east.
Chief McMlllIn made the arrest and
Olardl Is now in the city jail await
Angeles.
ing advices from
Chief MoMiUIn received a message
last night from Edward Kern, chief
of police at Los Angeles, asking him
to arrest Olardl upon his arrival here.
The description given was all right
with the exception that It stated that
Olardl was 6 feet tall, when he is
In reality five Inches less than that
In height.
The man when arrested, was walk
ing away from the depot in order to
secure a lunch before No. 2 pulled
out for the north.
He had a shot
gun, ammunition and other baggage
in the baggage car, and at his request, this was unloaded here.
He admitted that he was wanted In
Los Angeles, but denies his guilt. He
Is accused of swindling another Italian out of a sum of money, and then
buying a ticket for New York, where
he Intended to lake a steamer for
Italy.
Chief McMlllIn ha advised Chief
Kern by wire of Glardl s arrest.
The arrest of Ulardi was made In
rather a peculiar manner. The chief
stepped up to the man and said Let's
see your ticket.
He had been In
formed by wire that Olardl carried a
I ticket
to New York and the latter.
'hlnklng from the chief's uniform
that it was the conductor of the
train who spoke, Immediately passed
out the ticket, which contained his
name and all other essentials. Tne
rest was easy.
O. Olardl. an Italian

ls

KNGEXE TItVITT IEA1
AT EMPORIA, KAX.
Eugene Trultt died at noon today
of tuberculosis.
He spent a restless
night last night, and this morning
his brothers, Percy and Ralph, who
live tn Kansas City, were sent for.
but before they arrived their brother
was dead.
Eugene Trultt was born In Emporia
December 4. 1873. He was educated
In the city schools. He married Miss
Gertrude Jay and about nine yeart
ago they moved to Kansas City,
where Mr. Trultt engaged in the
wholesale paper business, being presl
dent of the Missouri Paper company
t the time of his death. Three years
ago Mr. Trultt s health failed, and
with his wife he moved to Carlsbad,
X. M. He did not Improve, and April
2i of this year he was brought
home His long fight for life makes
his death particularly gad. His moth
er. Mrs. .1). S. Averv. his wife, two
sisters. Mrs. Granville Sallee, who Is
here from Carlsbad, and Mrs. O. H.
Kittle of Ottawa and three brothers
Percy and Ralph Trultt who life In
Kansas City and Charles Avery the
youngest who Is at home with hi
mother, survive htm. Emporia, Kan.,
Gazette.

"What shall I wear?" is the ques
tion that Is daily puzzling tne ladles
in Albuquerque. Summer is here and
the shirt waist reigns supreme. , The
within the
advent of the hlrt waist isyoung,
and
still
wniwti.m of those
women
by
no other garment worn
half n nonulas or convenient.
?sh
A
..nnian ran keen looking li two
and pretty the year around with
dozon
a
has
if
she
or three skirts
changes of shirt waists. It used to
the luce
be that a woman had io rip
nf her ilresa: alter the trimming J
now ribbons every time she
n
r
ihoii tn Eive the imuresston that her
but
one best gown was a new one, new
A
now all that has changed.
of
purpose
the
answers
waist
shirt
a new gown upon all occasions except
the ultra swell.
Are ladies garments more comfort
able for summer wear man men a
that has never been
iho
Thiu
untiHfRctorilv solved. Women would
rme
believe
that more cumber
huv
some devices could not possibly be
Invented than skirts, corsets and
ladies' head gear, but the man is not
so sure of this. On a hot summer
afternoon he casts envious glances at
th well ventilated ladies' snirt waisi
and, while he 'would not choose to
adopt that or other 'articles of femi
nine attire, he wouia welcome sum
lar license for not wearing sufficient
covering in spite of the fact that hi
anatomy might not be so attractive
Is it not logical and Just that If wo
man Is permitted to appear in public
in perforated waists that a man
should be considered in good form
if he walked the streets in a bathing
nothing
Is
suit. There certainly
shocking in the conventional masu
line bathing rig.
This season has some attractive
novelties in the style of articles ot
dress, especially In ladies' foot wear
Ladies' slippers come this season Mn
nl lthe colors of the spectrum with
Golden slip
holsery to harmonize.
pers are now a reality as far as color
la concerned.
Two days ago a young lady board
ed a street car and sat down In a
seat opposite an Intoxicated man. The
man paid no attention to ner at nrai
sign
but shortly he began to snow
of unusual agitation. He straighten
ed himself up and endeavored to ap
pear normal, but he could not keep
his gaze from the young lady's feet
and every time he turned his eyes In
that direction he shuddered and his
face contorted.
The young woman at length grew
nervous: she shifted about In her 'cat
drew her toes as far out of sight as
the length of her skirts would allow.
but still the drunken man's gate reverted time after time to her feet.
The lady finally changed her seat to
one at the other end of the car, yet
the eyes of the man pursued her.
Then In her agitation the young woman tapped nervously on the lloir
with her toes. This was too much
for the Inebriate and he made a daxh
for the platform and leaped from the
car while it was moving at full speed.
"What In the world do you suppose that fellow kept looking at my
feet for?" asked the lady of the conductor after the hasty departure of
the drunken mai
"He was peeing things," said the
conductor, "and those green slippers
of yours looked snakey to him, I
suppose."
When the girl with the green slippers left the car at her corner the
"What do you
conductor remarked:
There
think I saw this morning?
were three girls sitting side by sid- In this ear and each girl had on
slini.ers of a different color and th"
three colors were red, white and
blue."
If vou are troubled with burning or
neriiirinr feet try a box of our foot
Immediate relief and final
imwdrn.
cure iruaranteed or money refunded.
Price 20 cents per package. C. May's
fcho
store, 314 West Central avenu

be-ln-

"N-o-o- ,"

Reliable

a
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Dentist

f

Order Issued to That Effect
Furnish Timber For
New Corrals.

-

Full Sot of Teeth
$1.50 tip V
Gold rilling
$s
Gold Crowns
Talnlesa Extracting.. .60oV

ALL WOHK ABSOLUTELY GUAR.
ANTEED.

The Mascot
20 People 20

25c and 35c

Mexican Central

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
j

Under Savoy Hotel

r

Ing.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the cares lem
and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
your health, prolongs yen
nd protects your home.

XOU ITOLB A TELEPHONE

Ufa

IX TOUR nOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

0000000CC00C)0

ixotxoocxoooosx

SCREENS

FLY"

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

PLANING MLLL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

isx)roooeooooooosoe

PIANO

WHEN YOU BUY A

The City of Mexico
and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest Mining, Lumber
and Cuttle Producing Iands
Made AceesHlhle by 'I Ids
Great System.

CHICKERIN G& SONS
There Are No Better

TOURISTS

Can learn of much that la
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit tha

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

a map folder of tb
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of placis end things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application
by obtaining

124 South Second St.

'

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS.
W. D. MURDOCH,
Passenger

Trafllc Manager.

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

j. c. McDonald,
Agent.

CITY

day and Saturday during

Genl. Pass.
OF MEXICO, MEXICO.

June, July, August
and September

Tne Parisian
HO South Fourth St.
Facial Maaiarc
Elect rotofli

Shimpoolaf
Scalp Treitmenl
Mankurlsf
Cblldren'i Hair Catting

manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete lir.6 of Switches,. Pompadours, PutTs, Wigs. etc.
We carry a complete line
of Aileen Herg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

Beauty Parlors

We

Proprietor

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

MONTEZUMAS

MASCOT

The "Mascot" drew a larger aud
ience last night than any night th'i
week excepting Sunday. The comedy
of this piece appeals to the people
more than than has anything at the
Casino thus far this sea.son. For the
lightest kind of light opera, the "Mas
cot" would be hard to beat. It Is
preeminently a hot weather play and
It can be enjoyed In comfort at the
open
where a number of
electric fans keep the breeze luy
and the audience cool. Tomorrow
night the Boston Ideal Comedy eom
pany will produce "Glrolfle-Glralfla- .'
which piece Is lively and entertain

Hair DreMiflg

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

NUE

LAND OF THE

'

TO SEE THE

203

U

.CASINO.

Camllo Tiernardlnelll, the proprietor
of a saloon In old town, was arraign
ed today before Justice or the reace
Jose Romero in the old town Justice
court on the charge of selling liquor
to a minor. Mrs. Versa Montoya was
the comnlninlng witness and she
charged that Rernardlnelll sold liquor
Tne man was
to her son, Ramon.
found guilty and fined $50 and costs.
ag attorney
appeared
Judge Crollett
for the plaintiff.

B. RUPPE

RI6HT

At Consistent
Prices

An executive order

LAST OPPORTUNITY

FULL

firm.

J fl
"

was Issued on
June 13 by President Koosevelt. in
wbich. under certain rigid restric
tions, foresters may hold certain poTRS. COPP and PETTTT.
sitions beside their federal offices.
The old order of January 17, 1873, ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
declared that "persons holding any
federal civil office by appointment
under the constitution nnd laws of
the United States will be expected,
while holding such office, not to ac
cept or hold any office under state
or territorial government, or unaer
the charter of any municipal cor
poration."
The order of June is rean in part:
Hereafter state and territorial for
esters and their technically trained
assistants, unless prohibited by the
laws of states or territories, may be
allowed to serve as collaborators in
the federal forest service, and that
officers and employes of the said for- Stmday, Monday, Tees day
est service and biological survey mny
and Wednesday Nights.
with the approval of the secretary of
agriculture, accept appointments to
positions on state and territorial for
est commissions and boards and to
such other state and territorial posi BOSTON IDEAL OPERA CO.
tions as will empower them to enforce or assist in enforcing the local
forest, stock or game laws, provided
the services to be rendered under
Thursday Glfofle-Glroft- a
do not Interfere
such nnnointment
with the duties of their federal em- - i Reserved Seats at Matson's
ployment."
Timber for ow lorrais.
It is the aim of the forest service
with the
furthermore to
territorial sheep sanitary board in
the matter of compelling the cleaning and disinfecting of all sheep corrals in the forest reserves.
There are many old corrals in use
on the reserves constructed oi orusn
and other light material which are
in all cases
tit only to be burned,
where the owners of such corrals on
to the
consent
will
the forest reserves
burning of the unsanitary shelters,
The
the forest service Is authorized to
Standard Railway of Mexico
provide, free of charge, timber for
the onstrucllon of new corrals. This
Traverses the Republic
order applies only to corrals within
the national forest reserves.
From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
FINED FOR SELLING
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San,
Louis, Potosl, Tampico, Irapua-toLIQUOR 10 MINOR
Guadalajara,

Eddie Green and Howard Orubb,
two of the four boys who broke open
a box of fireworks owned by Fercy
Haw-leythe Second. street dealer, last
week, were arraigned before Justice
of the Peace McCellan today, charged
with stealing merchandise.
Both
pleaded guilty and were fined $5.
to say
Howard Orubb attempted
that the fireworks were given to him,
but Eddie Oreen "fessed up, saying
that they had torn the lid on the
box. Hoy Green and "Keddy" Mor- elli, two other boys Implicated in the
theft, were arraigned in police court
yesterday and after listening to a se
vere reprimand, were dismissed.
Alter Judge McClellan lined the two
ooy. enter mom turn aid:
"Boys, this is the last time that
we will be lenient with you.
The
next time you are arrested for steal
Ing fireworks or anything else, you
will go to the couniy Jail. Your ages KENNEL CLUB WILL
save you this time, but remember that
the next time you will be classed as
habitual offenders.
BE ORGANIZED HERE
SEVERAL CASES
ix police conn
A kennel club, In which a largo
"I'll Just give you $10 or ten days.
said Judge McClellan to Rafael Mon- - number of Albuquerque business men
organized by
nes in police court this morning, af are interested, Is
I). K. 11. Sellers.
ter Monnes had pleaded guilty to colonel purpose
The
of the kennel club Is
the charge of drunkenness and disor
to maintain a better class of dogs In
derly conduct.
I 11 take the ten dollars,
mutter this city and the territory, and al?o
to protect the animals owned by local
ed Monnes audtbly.
Well, that s one on me,
laughed people from the poisoners, who have
the court, "but I believe that the days been busy of late.
Colonel Sellers Is busy today Inter.
would .suit you better."
hen arraigned Monnes asserted viewing the principal owners of tine
that he resided In Santa Ke, but Chief dogs of Albuquerque, and within
mucin he exptcts to have the club
McMlllIn Bald that he had seen Mon
nes lounging about various saloons, or uuinrt d.
and a little adobe house In the rear
of Colombo hall for many months.
Recente Armijo forfeited
a $15
In court
bond by his
when the case against him for as
sault was called. After court adjourned Armijo appeared.
Elizabeth, the
daughter
What s the matter, did you over of Thomas Seward, manager of the
.
sleep yourself?" asked Chief McMll MinnuuaTurn I ru i i . . . . . u..n
I puny s otflce
In this city, died at 3:30
lIn.
mumbled Armijo, "but I o'clock this morning at St. Joseph's
didn't have no watch to tell when hospital of typhoid fever. An op
to come."
eration had been performed In the
"Well, your bond Is forfeited; that's hope of saving her life, but It proved
ruu:e.
Judge
MoClellan.
all." said
The little girl was a charming
Ventura Sandoval, who had Armijo
arrested, later swore out a peace war- preiiy cnild, the favorite or devoted
parents
and a large circle of friends
rant against Armijo before Justice of
the Peace McClellan. Armijo's bond who will greatly miss her, and whom
ner death has caused great sorrow.
was placed at $100.
Jajnes Larklns. a railroad man, was
services will take
The funeral
given five days for being drunk and place tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock
at llorder s chapel.
sleeping in an empty house.
,

Evening CiUsen.

Consult

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Tea

Bent,"

Tor

PRESCRIPTIONS

OFFICES

FRAUDS

"Rooms

HOLD "Board," etc.. for sale at th ofdet of

CERTAIN OTHER

ALLEGED

FAG2B

The Albuquerque

Extremely Low Rates

Hatters

Los Angeles and Return $35
Dielo, Coronado and
3
Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

San

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
steam
cialty
Cleaned and Pressed.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.
Ex-prc- us

Corner
3rd St.A Gold Ave.

Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Phone 680.
Proprietors
general round
James
Whiteford.
E EVIDENCE IN
house Inspector of the anta Fe, will
house Inspector of the Santa Fe, will
Mr. Whiteford Is making an Inspec
CASE tion with a view to bettering condiCOUNTERFEIT
tions In the round houses on the sys
tem, as the demand for motive pow
n. K. Ooddard, chief of the Penver er has grown beyond the accommo
office of the United States secret dations for handling that power.
service who has been In Albuquerque
the
for several days Investigating
case of Dr. O. I. Hall, arrested in the MARKETS SHORT
Southern hotel a wek ago by Chief
Kennedy
.McMlllIn and Lieutenant
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
for counterfeiting, will return to Den
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
ON CANTELOUPES
ver tonight.
In tulking to a Citizen reporter,
Orders Given
and Delivered. Out-of-tow- n
(iiiddard said:
We have such
clear case against
Prompt
Attention
"I visited three of the best restaur
Hall that I believe he will plead
Ir.
guilty when brought before the court ants in the city this morning and orcanteloupe, but could not get
dered
fall.
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
this
It," remarked a local business man
"outside of the evidence obtained today.
"I am in the hubit of eating
bv the nollce. I have succeeded In
N. Mex.
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
which fruit or melons every morning for
locating additional evidence
will be used at the trial. As to the breakfast aud this morning I hankerTel.
Savoy
480
Hotel.
109-11- 1
Silver,
Rear
nature of this evidence I cannot ed for canteloupe. It seems that the
slain. I took a number of photo lueal market Is short on canteloupes.
one of This seems to be an odd condition of
mai.hs of Hall yesterday.
affairs for a region such as this Is
which will be rdaced lit the national
rogue's gallery' In Washington, w here where melons could bo raised at a XI ITtlTITTTTTTIIITItTIITIIIIIIITTIIITIIIIIIIIIIUIIIj
big profit. What can be the matter
criminals
ull
federal
the uictuies of
with the ranchers In the nelKhbor-hoo- d M
are kent.
of this city that they do not
"I want to sav that nil the credit
clews
and
the opportunity of at least supthe
for the arrest of Hall
si.e
working
plying
the city markets with native
I
been
have
which
uisin
while In Albuquerque were secured produce. The murket afforded here
Is
considerable, yet it Is largely Igand Lieutenant
bv Chief McMlllIn
Th Pionter Tent Sanatorium cf New Mexico. Jituattd
Kennedy. I intend to give them tne nored by the nearby farmers. Vegefull credit for the arrest in my de tables and fruits are shipped to this
among the foothill of the beautiful Sangrc de Cristo Mountains,
tailed report to Chief Wilkle at city by the car load when we have
a mile from the historic cily of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
undeveloped resources which would
Washington."
market beIn speaking of the average sen- supply a great out-idwater supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumtences usually given counterfeiters. side the local. It has been proven
mer climate. Resident physicians.
be
can
cunteloupes
grade
a
could
fine
(loddard
that
of
Mr.
said that Hail
sentenced to servo from one to four- be raised in this vicinity, but they
are not raised to any great extent.
Send For Booklet.
teen years in the federal
Rates $10.00 Per Week Up.
We ship our canteloupes from Kocky
watermelons from Texour
Ford
and
Wi do It right. Itortsn DRY. Im- as while the local ranchers are neglecting their opportunities."
TTIXTXXXXIXXIXTXXXIXXXXXXTXI IXXXXXTJX:
perial Laundry Co.

30K0000X300000

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
t

Albuquerque,

jgjUNMOUyT TENT CI.TV

e

si

ill

Get

Full Particulars

torn

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checkiag Account
When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is ntt necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bo large and small
accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

UKUJfcKDAY, rfULY

decided by th administration to
to buy this harbor with sufficient land on shore to furnish
strong nsvsl bass. Secretary Root
approached the matter. It was represented to Mexico that she would be
benefited by such a sals. It would
strengthen the hands of the United
States In upholding the Monroe doctrine, In which Mexico was vitally
Interested.
The friendliness of the
United States toward the southern
republic was further demonstrated by
the uso of the good offices of this
government In settling tha- recent
Central American
dlfllcultles.
The
negotiations
proceeded far
have
enough to lead the authorities to believe that the sale will be made. Congress, of course, will have to put Its
seal of approval on the deal. It Is
not believed that much trouble will
he experienced in securing congressional sanction, however, even though
the purchase of all of Lower California may be necessary.
I'll stop your pain free.
To show
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
.them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headachs
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
sway the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
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Probability That Lower California Will be Bought
by United States.

s
'I

Washington, D. C, July 10. Negotiations are under way between the
state department and the Mexican
ambassador looking to the purchase
by the United States of Magdalena
bay or all Lower California, if necessary. In order to secure control of
the magnificent harbor at the lower
end of this Mexican possession. This
Is a part of the administration's program of guarding agivlnst trouble
with Japan, the despatching of the
Atlantic fleet to the Pacific having
been already announced officially.
The negotiations in this Important
transaction are In the hands of
For several days past
Hoot.
he has been sounding the Mexico
authorities on the projwi.wl purchase.
Ambassador Creel, of Mexico, has assured Secretary Root that his government entertains the proposition
with favor. There are a number of
reasons why Mexico would be willing
to part with this harbor, provided it
fell Into the hands of the United
States. Secretary Root will visit
Mexico In September and when he
confers with President Dlax it is expected the terms of the sale will be
upon.
agreed
It Is Impossible to
ascertain at this time any of the particulars.
Kxoellent Proposition.
The possession of Magdalena bay
is looked upon as a military necessity. It is even more essential since
the government' has decided to send
the battleship fleet to the Pacific.
The lack of naval stations and good
harbors on that coast was one of the
reasons that caused the president to
hesitate In directing the fleet to sail.
The acquisition of Magdalena bay
strengthen the navy in
will vastly
those waters. It embraces one of the
finest natural harbors in the world.
It has been frequently used by ships
of the American navy during target
practice, the Mexican government
having courteously permitted Its use
for this purpose. It poasesses points
of great superiority over the stragetlc
rendezvous of tremendous value.
When the Japanese situation began to assume serious aspects it was

0.

MONTEZUMA TRUST
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and

INTEREST

surplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

Willi Ample Means and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Sec-rota- ry

Tills picture shows liow Hie Vnltod Slates will compare In naval rtronjrth with Japan In the Paolllc
when Vnclo Sam's 16 baUlewhlp. ordered there hy IreUlent ItKsevelt, Join the three already on the west-er- n
tye, will alone mnke tlie United States the
oeoou.. Tlietw 19 war mongers, all of tlie modern latUt-lilsupreme naval power where the Juimmipmo now dominate. Hut added to these, will be oreight modern armorMagellan, and a
armada through the Straits
ed cruisers, which will accompany Admiral Kvans'
large number of smaller cruisers and gunboats now doing duty oil our western coast and in l'ltUlpplne and
Chinese waters.
However, the huge Kattlosldp makes the power, and It Is the preponderance of tliose floating forts on
tlie side of the United States that eclipses Japan--
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the chair of International law in Lake Forest college.
The news which has recently come "Certainly
there can be no harm in
from Tokio Is regarded as the exand there is no inpression of Jingoes who are at log- the movement,
to Japan.
provocation
Nor
tentional
gerheads wlxh the Japanese governthink Japan would so construe
ment and the authorities believe the douohI an
act. Japan is very friendly
official sentiment of Japan Is directly
expressions
this country,
own

SAY

WAR

TALK

OS

R

JINGOES
International Law Authorities
Declare Fleet Transfer
Is 0.

K.

Chlcage. 111., July 10. Authorities
on International law in Chicago record with satisfaction the government's decision to send a fleet to the
Pacific to safeguard the intercuts uf
the American nation. In this move,
which they say need convey no idea
of menace to Japan or any other nation, the United States is regarded as
almply moving within its own territory and attending strictly to its

J. Halsey. of

affair.

opposed to all unfriendly talk against
the United States.
"I think the sending of a fleet of
United States ships to the Facitlc Isr,
a good idea." said Charles E. Kre-meadvisory lecturer upon maritime war in the University of Chicago and Chicago Kent college of
law.
"I am glad to see it. As to
whether such a movement could be
construed as a menace or threat to
Japan it seems to me If I were president I would be indifferent to any
such construction.
Have nights in Pacific.
"It is not as if we were sending
a fleet to any ocean where he had
no right to be. We are building the
Panama canal, we are In control of
island colonies, and we have our own
coast on .the Pacific. Hence we are
perfectly Justified. No one need
take offense at the action of the gov
ernment. We simply are working in
our own yard. There has been altogether too much talk of war, but it
has all been from the other side. I
regard it as the loose talk of Jingoes."
"In my opinion, the sending of
fleet to Pacific watens would be a
guarantee of peace," said Prof. John

and the
with
of opposition from Tokio Is only talk
of Jingoes who criticize the Japanese
government. I doubt if a clash with
Japan Is probable, immediately or remotely. Japan Is looking for friends.
Japan has Just come through an expensive war and is in need of money.
Its .policy for 60 years has been to
cultivate us. We have a perfect right
In the Pacific as part of a peaceful
policy."
Long Live the King
the popular cry throughout European countries, while In America,
the cry of the present day Is "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine,
Turro, (Mass., says: "It never falls
to give immediate
relief and to
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
Palne's opinion Is shared by a majority of the inhabitants of this country. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
and colds it's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 50o and
$1.00 bottle free.
Is

BORNEO

TO DEATH

Muisun, Calif., July 10. Four children of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Campbell, of Sulsun Valley, lost
their lives last night In the burning
of their home, and the parents barely escaped. When the parents awoke
the house was a mass of flames. They
made frantic efforts to save the children but could not. Both were badly
burned but will recover.

Eztenda to Depositor
New Accounts-'-Capita- l,

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

1

1907.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Notice is hereby given that Lucas
Oallegos, of San Rafael, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
'proof in support of
final five-yehis claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
699S made April 22, 1902, for the
WH SB VI, and Shi SWVt, section 34,
township 6 N., range 7 W., and that
said proof will be made before
Mlrabal, U. S. court commissioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on August S, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno TruJUlo,
all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.

ALBUQUERQUE,

ar

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI
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Preeidmt
Vice)

Preeidenl
Caahler
AaaUtant Caahler
Director

U. 0. DKPOmiTORY
Authorised Capital
ISOO.NMf
Paid Up Capital, Sarploa and Profits
I250.000.M
Depailtory for Atchlua, Topeka & Saata Fa itallway Company

J. C. BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
8HERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT
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Coven

more, look

beat, wears

the longest, moat economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
BUILD INO
PAPER Always In stock.

IT WEANS HIM

Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW VEX.

FIRST 8TKKKT

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

- s s s z s
always
We are
glad to assist those

money.

who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

STATE NATIONAL BANK
lad

NEW MEXICO'S
Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1907

2nd and Cold

Wholesale Grocers

Twenty-Sevent- h

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
All Day!
All Might
All Around!
Horse Racing

ALBUQUERQUE

mad Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

ft

and you will find no better screen
doora than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than tha
Inferior kind.

$8,000
1,750

Base Ball

Carnival

They Keep the Flies Out

3,250

Historical Pageant

Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

K K RAILROAD

"We're Going Some"

RIO

1,000

2,000
4,000

TOTALS, $20,000 EXPENSE
JK

and

XOTICE. FOR rUBLIOATIOX.
Department of the- - Interior, land office at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,

THE BIG FAIR

1

Accommodation,

1110,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. H. Cromwell.
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1871.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largeat and Host Exclusive 8tock of Staple Groceries la
In th. Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.
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We Arc Headquarters For Matresses
The PouMc No. 1 long staple, "CotPalm FIIk," and tht Japaton
nese Vcjrotable Down."
The above mattresses are made for
in ly special order and we guar
antee them equal If not
Ibetter than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-moand a full line of
the cheaper grades; we
will open mattresses
and show you the material made of; satisfaction

MEXICO MERGER

OWBOY

SUIT CASES AND VALISES

FROM

GIRL

INCOMPLETE

SAVES

RUNAWAY

AS YET

or

guaranteed.

"United Railways of Mexico"
Will Be Name of
Combination.

The Biggest Snap Ever Offered

en Year Old Miss Rescued
From Death at
Organ. N. M.

A Complete Line of Suit Cases and Values, Drummer Samples, Will Be Sold at

W. V. Fotrdle Furniture Co.

Las Cruces, N. M., July 10. Before
The first of July was the date set
crowd of 1000 people, who had
report for the merger
of the Mexican Central and other gathered In Oregon to witness vlrl- railroads controlled by the Mexican us contests and attend a Varbacue, a
oung cowboy, George Dorsey, saved
government into one great govern
daughter
mental controlled railroad trust. If he life of the
of J. I. McCullough, the general man
the expression may be allowed. The ager
lt
Shephenson-Benneof the
Con
name of the great company Is to be
Railways of solidated iMIning comnapy.
"The United National
McCullough's
family,
'Mr.
who
re
practically
reality
now
Mexico"
a
1
with only some details of the merger side in Kansas City, have been spend- ng
tneir summer vacation in the Or
to be completed. No definite dfe is
gans and the little girl had become
set for the actual merger.
The acquisition of control of the quite a horsewoman and hail been
Mexican Central gives the govern- greatly admired for her skill In rid
ment control of fully 10.000 miles of ing.
During the afternoon
the crowd
which comprises most of the
rod
mileage of the country, and with 2, was gathered to witness the roping
CLEARING
SALE
SATURDAY,
JULY 6
COMMENCES
OUR
take the question Into the courts, 000
of road now building and contest but soon the attention ot all
This action wa determined unon af to bemiles
finished In three vears. will be was turned to the eight of a flying IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJXXXXXXXXXXXXUXUXXXm
ter several conferences recently held consolidated
one system ramify- horse galloping madly over the plain
between the counsel of several of the ing Mexico's Into
750,000 square miles of and to the little girl clinging to the
Dig
roads and at which territory.
saddle In a presence of mind really
Cough
sumers that on account of the InLaxative
Use Kennedy
the officials In charge of the mall
so young.
In
general
apppars
accounts
from
It
creased price of fuel It will be com- Syrup. Contains no opiate. It drive
were
traffic for the railroads
nresent. that in effecting this great merger it remarkableStopiwtla child
Horse.
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pelled to make an additional charge the cold out of the system by gently
The order of the department as it came to be a question whether Presl
But young Horsey realized the true
of 25 cents per month for meter moving the bowel. Contain Honey
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dream
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hold
about.
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plained order will decrease the mall
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Harriman Wanted Roads.
W. A. Davis, cashier of the Clovis
pay fully 10 per cent, and Is not to
On Sunday morning Adolph II.
Young Dorsey at last succeeded in National bank, was married at Itos-wel-l,
It is not generally known, but
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coming
alongside
animal
and
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fact
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Monday
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that
to
a
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court. The original order provided
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several weeks touring Mexico grasping the rope which was hung to Shields of the latter place.
injuries which resulted in his death
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for transportation of the mails the
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The spinal cord was Injured so that
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the whole body was paralyzed.
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The Las Vegas Railway and Power
Remember the name Doan's and
the only 1m
m Gireolu twit
oa twiust.
2 cent fare law went Into effect, the pie or discarded box cars,
No. 25 company has announced to its con
op take no other.
sta$3-5- 0
for
independent
portani
a
in
lines
full
attorney general undoubtedly will tion house In the nnst Th nv eratlon, and both are doing we
point out that the earnings are not cnange being made would Indicate from the dividend point of view.
ligh
Shoes,
fairly to be compared with those of tnat the Santa Fe had at Inst nvoa-Of Great Magnitude.
the same period of the previous year nlzed the Worth Of the Central as a
$4.00
The plan of the government for
because of the reducJon of interstate zeeoer and Is preparing to give It due controlling
Mm
r
the railways Is of sue
traffic to a minimum, through
the recognition.
Zet us fit you.
magnitude that It represents the Is
abolition of excursions and of half
sue or no lews than $50.(100.000
A petition has been nreaente.t hv caipltal, covering fully
rates for clergymen and others.
10,000 miles o
Best American Block, per ton . . tS.KO
In the territory west of Buffalo the Kansas farmers to General Mannow In operation, and includln
$8.60
Anthracite Not, per ton
and Pitts&urg about 94,000 clergy- ager J. E. Hurley asking him to give lines
t;
mileage
to
considerable
be
built
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
men have been given annual certi- all the extra trainmen and other tne near future.
per
$9.60
Rallnad Avdu
ton
ficates entitling them to half rate employes on the Santa Fe a month's
of all the railroads In Mexico
tickets. The Central Passenger as- vacation, so that the employes can whloh
touch
the
an
northern
border
clergy go to Kansas and work In the har
40,000
sociation has Issued
In foot, a continuation of the
certificates, the Western Passenger vest nelds. The farmers In the Sun are.
govern
lines,
American
Mexican
the
association 30,000, the Transcontilower state are In great need of har ment controls all but the following
nental Passenger association 12,000, vest hands to take care of the corn The
Southern
Pacific's
lines
from
DEVOES READY PATSTT
and the Southwestern Passenger bu- wheat and alfalfa crops and as the gales to Guaymas and from NacoNoto
of the. day's work
After
the- fatieue
One Gallon Covers SOO Square Itoet,
reau 12,000. After this week none number of vagrants i small this Cananea, both of which are being ex
.
A
.I
DIIY CEDAR
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
of these certificates will be honored year, the farmers are now seeking tended southward in a great system
after the dinner is over ana you 511 uuw L
PINION
for trips in, to, or from feny state aid from the railroads. Mr. Hurley wnicn is to reach to Guadalajara
Stops Leak. Lasts Five Yeara.
AND
evening
TORN1LLO.
a
home,
at
comfortable
for a
which has a 2 cent fare law in force. nas not answered the petition as yet. the i'neips-odg- e
road which now
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
runs from Douglas. Ariz., to Noco
bottle
of Pabst Blue Ribbon will add to
Mrs.
Gibson,
E.
J.
wife
Sutler
of
408 Watt Rmllrtad Awnma
ran, son., and Col. W. C. Greene
HOW NEW SAXTA FE
digestion.
Intendent
your
aid
and
Gibson
Albuquerque
of
the
enjoyment,
your
DIVISION WAS CREATED aivision, ana ner daughter.
Ulo
Grande,
Madre
and
Sierra
Pa
Mrs,
railroad which extends from
The new arrangement in grand diwho have been visiting the cine
Texas, and C. Juarez, Chlhua
visions on the Santa Fe takes 1,000 Weld,
resorts,
northern
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
home
last Paso,
rimm
nua,
to Nuevas Casas Grande an
miles from the present eastern grand n'xht. They werereturned
met
bv
Mr.
here
IM9UHA NCff
division and 1.100 from the western Gibson, who returned from a trip whk'h is being extended with the
Secretary
Building
Mutual
Intention of carrying It through
grand, thus forming a new division. iit-- ine uivisinn lasx nigni.
When you want to buy, sell, tton. Office at SIT West Rallrae
the west coast. The Kansas City,
H. W. Sharp, the new general superintendent, will have charge of the
Mexico v uneni ranroaa, Dunain
avenue.
Fireman Langston. who
been between
rent or exchange
Kansas City and Tonolo
western grand division which will In- on the extra passenger list, has
been nampo nas
has
Dodge
City,
clude the lines west of
not quite reacnd the in
given the local freight
run from
which are the western, Colorado. here to Gallup. He is In Albuquer
teriiauonal boundary on ither aide
New Mexico and Uio Grande divis que over Sunday. Bids for this run of that line but It soon will.
ions.
were advertised several weeks ago,
It. J. Parkor will have Jurisdiction
Beer of
AXD CHIROPO
over the newly created central grand
Engines 1061. 1849. and 1052. used HAIR PRESSKn
DIST.
Keep busy until you find
division, with headquarters at New on iremni service on the New Mex
Pabst Famous Eight-Da- y
from
with Itaube and Mauger
oppo
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
is brewed
ton. His territory will extend from tco division, last night brought
in site the Alvarado and next door to
Office, US North First St.
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01
nourismnK,
tne
contains
which
Malt,
Emporia to Iodge City, including
1
issenger trains second No.
and
cafe, is prepared to give
ALBUQUERQUE, N. IC
the middle, Oklahoma, western and Nos. 7 and 9. They were sent to Las Sturges'
wholesome, food properties of barley-grai- n
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
egas today on freights.
Piinhaudle divisions.
properties,
These
dressing, treat corns, bunions and inin predigested form.
F. C. Fox will continue in charge
1
am API
growing nails.
She gfves
214 W. Gold Ave.
A freight car was derailed nt La
together with the tonic quality of the choic-- et
of the eastern grand division, which
manicuring.
Mrs.
treatment
and
uill include the divisions eust of Em- guna yesterday morning, shortly af Bambini's own preparation of comand tone to the
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, B
nourishment
Knns.
five
Al,'.
rla. being the eastern,
southern ter No. 2 passed that place, blockNew Mexico
Qraln and Fuel.
it
cream builds up the skin and
system. The very small percentage of Albuquerque
Kansas. Illinois, Missouri and Kan ing a number of freight trains. The plexion
Fine Line of Imported Wine Liqaor
the complexion, and If
a
mild
sas City divisions.
stimulant
car was badly damaged and Is In the Improves
(less
is
than
alcohol
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
and Cigar. Place your order ft
The new general superintendent, car shop lor repairs.
f
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
that prompts the stomach to doits best work.
this line with u.
& CO.
TRIMBLE
H. W. Sharp, has been with the San
W.
L.
Passenger engine 1214 and freight and prevents dandruff and hair fall7
ask
NORTH TH T.D ST
ta Fe since April. 1882. He is a man
beer,
ordering
When
ut'out 45 years of age and a railroad engine 1614, which were brought ing out; restores life to dead hair;
Ribbon.
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Vegas,
removes
Pabst
for
superfluous
warts
moles,
were
and
"killed"
He
LI VERT, SALE, FEED AND
began here from Ins
i.iari of signal ability.
work first as an operator, then for yesterday, preparatory to a trip hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
TRANSFER STABLES.
THIRD STREET
by
machines.
For any blemish of the
several years he was agent at a num inrougn tne simps.
ms urrwry.
race, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Sol of the luiKe western points. Since
And Bottltd only
Mule Bought and Es
and
Horse
Engineer Robinson, of the Rio
lsi'j he has occupied the position he Grande
changed.
Krnest Meyers & Co.,
division, was deadheaded to
r,t,w holds of division superintendent
Use
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque,
of the Ivuisjs City division. Mr. Fox Uii Vegas last night to handle
Pyrup.
no
opiates.
It
Contains
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT1 AU Kind of Fresh and Salt Bassta
I'Ijoiio 125.
has appointed I. Farley, chief clery train from there to this city.
drives the cold out of the system by
Second Street, between Railroad and
8team Saaxage Factory.
at Kansas
(f the freight department
moving
gently
bowels.
Contains
the
deadheadp
Newby
Copper Avenue,
Conductor
EMIL KLIENWOKT
by
C:iv to fill the vacancy caused
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
yesterday
here
San
II
from
Marcial.
promotion.
Sharp's
These
Masonio Building, North Third Btrea
Mr.
good as maple yrup. Ohlldren like
9
No.
to
morning
El
tool:
Paso
this
go
on
Into
effect
Au
changes will
It. Sold by J. II. O'RIelly & Co.
gust 1.
Eil Cnll. clerk to the
7.
marhln
If you are troubled with burning or
shop foreman, Is In the east on
HlLINti MAY BE
perspiring
try
a box of our foot
feet
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
TAKEN IXTO COM IT, thirty days' leave of absence.
Miwders. Immediate relief and final
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATsV
Chicago, 111., July 10. If the postEngineer I). Mossman, of the Ri cure guaranteed or money refunded
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY
NOTART PUBLIC.
master general attempts to enforce Grande dlavl.-ioIs on the sick list.
Price 20 cents per package. C. May's
the order which his predecessor made
When In need of saiAi, door, frame,
phoe store, 314 Went Central avenue,
Rooms
reducing the compensation for trans
II and 14 Cromwell KU.ee
Brakeman Dunn has been place
t'tc hfiwn work a Hoecialty. 403
porting the ma' Is the railroads will on the extra board.
Albuquerque. Telephoae Na.
South ilrst street. Telephone 403.
Subscribe for Thf Evening Cltlien.
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CITIZEN.

Mother Luc-lawho nan held the
position of Mother Superior at the
Hlnters of Loretto Academy In flfin-t- a
Fe, for a quarter of a century or
more, hni departed for Loretto, Ky.,
where Rhe will make her future
hoiine In the mother houae of the order. (Mother Lucia In a native of
New Mexico
entered
the
and
convent
FORECAST.
WEATIIEK
when ft young girl. Rhe
a talented musician and an accomfluently Kpeaklng
linguist,
Denver. Colo.. July 10. Fnlr In plished
Kngllah, Spanish. French and Herthe nouthern portion, local thunder man.
educator
As
an
Instructor
Khouers In the northern portion of she was far above the and
average and
the territory tonight and Thursday.
has left the Impress of her personality upon all those connected with
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
the Institution.
No. 3. About 1:30 p. m.
No. 1. On time.
classify.
TOO i,atk
No. 7. On time.
sacks,
No. 9. On time.
all kinds.
Ounny
WANTRD
K. W. Fee,
02 South First street.
No. 4. (Aihout 7:05 p. m.
No. 8. 'About 7:35 p. m.
11) LOTS.
If sold at
W. P. Motoalf returned last night I the Highlands, a bargain
Olll. w. Mooiii-from a trip to Tesuciue.
j.
iikaitv co.
Eugenlo Uomero, treasurer nf San
;
Miguel county, Is In K.itancla on busiTO THE MA7.K FOR CAMPING
.

O

PERSONAL

PARAGRAPHS

GgI Yowr Money's

ness-.
In
W. H. Hahn. who has been
last
Madrid on business, returned

night.
Homer I Rltzer and Louis II.
Fulgler left this morning for Denver,

Colo.
A. C. Podley, connected with the
in
Hagan coal mines at Hagan,
1

to $4.00
1.05 to 4.00
1.50 to 5.00
1.50 to
85 to 2.50

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Dhildren's Shoes and Slippers

$1.0--

5

Reliance Electrical Co.
502 West Central

For First Class Repairing Work
in vAny thing Electrical

GO.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
1321-32- 3

WR.R.Ava.l

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

,

,

u

Savin

-

Line of
Refrig-

JpA

erators

?C

the
most
complete
in the city
Is

'

IJlS

Water

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers
Daven 1

;f2?2fcs2apJ
8

Filters-

Coolers

the city today.
Mrs. Charles M. Davis left this
morning for Burlington, Colo., where
'
she will visit relatives.
departed last
O. I.. Altheimer
night for Coronado Peach, where he
will visit for six weeks.
Amado Chavez, who went to
has
on business yesterday,
extended his trip to Taos.
Mrs. E. J. Gibson and daughter, of
last
west Gold avenue, returned
night from a northern visit.
Mrs. George W. Grlndlo, of Wichi
ta, Kan., Is visiting her sister, Mrs.
W. D. McFerrand In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. II. O. Coors and
daughter returned to Las Vegas yesterday from an extended eastern
trip.
and three
L. Kempenlch
Mrs.
children left today for the Valley
they will
Pecos,
where
on
the
Ranch
remain for a month.
Dr. Samuel Blair, superintendent
of the Methodist Spanish missions of
the southwest, arrived In the city
last night from the north.
Mrs. Charles Hanna. who has been
the guest of Mrs. Jess Roberts, 609
South Walter street, returned to her
home In San Marclal last night.
Mrs. O. C. Sturgeon, of Milwaukee,
who has been the guest of her sister,
Mrs. F. H. Shaefer, 607 North Fourth
street, has returned to her home.
Attorneys Charles S. Spless and A.
by W.
E.
A. Jones, accompanied
In TriniOortner. of Las Vegas, are Important
an
In
taking
evidence
dad,
case.
John W. Allen, a well known cattleman, loft for Los Angeles last
night after a short visit here as the
guest of Deputy U. S. Marshal Harry Cooper.
Mrs. P. T. Watklns, of Owensboro,
Kentucky, who has been on a visit
to her daughter, Mrs. F. H. Pierce at
East Las Vegas, has returned to her
eastern home.
B. A. Sleyster. grand master of the
Odd Fellows' lodges, will leave tovismorrow morning for an official
itation to lodges In Santa Fe, Farm-Ingto- n
and Aztec.
Brother E. Lewis, president of St.
Michael's College In Santa Fe, left
this morning for Chicago and other
points In the east. He will be absent a month or two.
George A. Kaseman returned loat
night from a short visit to Demlng.
Mrs. A. B. McDonald, of North
leave for Long
Fourth street, will
Beach, Cal., this evening.
Eplmenlo A. Mlera, a wealthy
merchant and rancher of Sandoval,
Is In the city on business today. Mr.
Mlera Is a member of the territorial
board of equalization and was a
member of the council In the last
legislative assembly.
F. R. Cornell, manager of the Santo California
ta Fe's tourist service Chicago,
passwith headquarters at
ed through Albuquerque this morning
on No. 2 en route home irom uob Anthree
geles, where he accompanied
special trains of school teachers last
week.
E R. Ferguson, manager for the
Mutual Life Insurance company of
New York In Texas, New Mexico and
Arizona, passed through the city this
morning en route to Pueblo. The
company has closed Its office in El
Paso and in the future will handle
Its business for this district from Pucontinue
eblo. Mr. Ferguson will
the buHiness of this district. Mr.
Ferguson was accompanied by Mrs.
Ferguson, who will be remembered
n
In Aiuuquerque u

-

Just Arrived
A new.supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
ALBUQUtRQUr, M. M.
Notary Public

Flewellyn Saunders, sec-,- ir
iiiiHliienKmen'8 League of St. Louis,
nr,,i ni
arrived ill Santa Fe yes
Valley
terday afternoon from the. spend-!
Ranch, where they have been
trip.
ing some time on a vacation New
of
a
resident
was
Mr. Saunders
years ago,
Mexico about twenty-fiv- e
busiwhen he was in the newspaper
Messers.
Klstler,
ness with Rubs
Saunders and Klstler were together
on the Santa Fe New Mexican and
were proprietors ana eauors of a
paper In Albuquerque.
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'

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches. Jewelry, Cut Class. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAHK DEAL.
Ml

AVE
We Invite

033333333333 23333333332333333333333333333333333320

20

20

Percent

E.L Washburn Co.

Percent

Discount

122 S. SECOND

119 W. GOLD

Discount

Clothing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

In order' to make room for our new goods which are
being shipped from New York by our Eastern buyer

All

Summer Clothing Must Go

At Once

represents
We need the Room and the
positiveyou.
De
will
not
delay.
sale
This
saviDg
to
the
money--One-fif- th

ly close on July 20.
All

Blue

and Black Suits Reserved

9

See Cur Windows

TAG

12

SALE

When in Silver City Patronize

Riper's

Van

Mrs.

.

PRIVATE

BOARDING

Starts

HOUSE

New Arrivals.

Next Elks' Opera House

Iron beds, small refrigerators, car'
pets, linoleum, window shades, cur
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
stoves and ranges, baby Iron bedB.

Yotir Credit is Good

A large line of brass, bronzed and

Futrelle Furniture

--

Co.

O

Wl th- -

COME!
Clothe your family on $1.00
Come to the cash buyers midsum
per week
Everything
re
mer clearance sale.
duced In goods you want for this hot
Weet Centre!
BIO
weather. Shirt waists, skirts, under
wear, oxfords In white,
tan and
black hosiery, Bun bonnets, belts;
men's $1.25 shirts 75c; 75c shirts 60c;
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
50c shirts, 39c; men's silk faced 60c
Kodaks free.
loan
boy's
Men's and
underwear. 39c.
suits all reduced. Hundreds of other
Special cuts on all kinds
bargains.
On the Comer
Come and look; lots
of groceries.
of clerks to wait on you. The lemonThe Leading Stationer.
ade Is free. 112 North Second street.
Big lot of granlteware, 23c.
COME!

Eastman Kodaks

'I

1

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

HAWLEY

See our new Double Long Staple
Mattresses. Sample on exlbltlon. No
better made for any price. Futrelle

i urniture

Gt a free sample of Dr. Shoop's
real
"Htttlth Coffee" at our store. If your
coffee disturbs your Stomach,
try
Kidneys,
clever
this
or
then
Heart
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee Imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it nas
not a single grain of real Coffee in It.

Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
Made
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Tou
In a minute. No tedious wait
U.
C.
by
Sold
like
It.
surely
will
Brlgham.
A Wonderful Happening.
Port Bryon, N. T., has witnessed
one of 'the most remarkable cases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
of that place says: "Bucklen'a Arnica Salve cured a sore on my leg
with whloh I had suffered over 80
years.
I am now eighty-five- ."
Guaranteed to cur all sores, by all
dealers, 25c.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Cerrlllos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace siaee
Clean tias Coke
Smithing Coal.

$6.50
6.50
8.50
9.00
9.50
6.00

WOOD
M'MuER MILL

WOOD.

$2.50
3.25

Green
Fuctory

W. H, HAHN & GO.

115-11- 7

Refrigerators

FEE'S

C. H. Carnes, O.D.
The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
I 14 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

THE AXXEX ROOMING
HOVSE.
New Management.
Located opposite the Alva-rad- o
and next to Sturges' caf-has recently been entirely reIt
furnished and remodeled.
1? now one of the coolest and
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive Invalids.
You can secure a room for
Also
$S per month and up.
by the day or week, at reayour
Oil
sonable prices. If
room Is warm and uncomfortable, move to the Annex.
MRS.

HAM BIN I,

lroprlotre.

109 North Fir at St.

Indian and Uexlaan Goods. Tbe Cheapest
Plaee le bay Navajo Blankets and Uexloan Drawn Work
m mil Order CarefiHly and Promptly filled.
Mil Kinds of

3S

FRESH FISH

Miss C. P. Crane
512 North Second S rcct
Specialty of

Channel Cat Fish

STYLISH DRtSSMAKING

FANCY DRY GOODS

SS"-

-

Stamping Done to Order.
Muter luls for

FANCY WORK

4)

0O
o
o

o

.

N. M.

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

MILIINERY
Reduction In Trimmed Hate

STORM

New Location
424 NORTH 8CCOND 8T.

MOWERS

None Better

C

ROSENFIEl

LIVERY

LAWN

McCotmick Harvesters and Mowers

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

BELL'S

Gat den Hose, Garden Tools 9

TREE PRUNERS

224 W.

Wilson

Shaw's Bread R.R.

CANDIES.

STREET

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

South Second St
Phone 1056

NORTH

Between Railroad end Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Mrs. M.

Just Removed to 305

a um&

urn
& FIRST

Co.

Take along one of our handy shoo
shiners on your vacation trip. You
will need It when you get to a place
where there are no bootblacks. They
onl; cojt 25c and will polish your
C.
footwear easily and quickly.
May's Shoe Btore, 314 West Central
avenue.

in the Morning

Call in and See the Bargains

E. MAH ARAM

'

TELEPHONE 45

The Great

10T.

GREEN

Residence 723 N. Fourth St.

William

ii,t ireneral manager of the

10,.

That Big

Win. Wallace McGlellan

Inch Dutch ovens
hole camp stoves
hole camp stoves
3ro
Camp stools
Wagon covers
$2.00 to $4.5H
90c to $6.00
Hammocks from
Long slickers
$2.50
$1.35
Short slickers
$1.35
Slicker pants
60c
Lantern
75c
Handled axes
. .
$2.85 to $15
Tents from
T1IK MA7.I
Win. Klt'kc, Prop.

nedy.

8

Collections made it Korber Building 124
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a.m.
60c
SI. 10
and 2 ta 4 p. m.
$1.35

SIPPMES.

9
2
4

la

See the

Plumbers

new restaurant, under the man
agement of Murcus and Anderson,
has been opend In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now In nrst class running or
der. Tou will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, and nobobdy knows!
the management and flanclerlng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Tour patronage will be appreciated.

:

have a right to expect and get what you want
A
and pay for. We do the same. When the
uppers, the soles or linings in our shoes do not
come up to our specification and standard we send
them back.

c

I

A

to

"Vou

.WEDNESDAY,. JULY

TICKETS
AND

.

Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

Gold

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Oftlee
Transactions
Cuaranteeo

D'S,

II8W. R.R.Ave

ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

WMFFMEY COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
and

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited- -

it
M

XXXXJXXX

f
eouth rirtt mtreet
fir.North
iOt,10,
doa,
riretttreet

119,

Albuquerque, Ae

Mexico
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